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 Streptococcus mutans is the primary causative agent of dental caries. One important 

vaccine candidate against S. mutans is a multifunctional cell surface localized adhesin, P1. 

Previous studies identified five anti-P1 IgG1 MAbs that alter the anti-P1 response when 

administered intraperitoneally to BALB/c mice as part of an immune complex (IC) bound to the 

surface of S. mutans whole cells. Differences in the immune response include changes in the 

ability of sera from IC-immunized mice to inhibit S. mutans adherence to immobilized salivary 

agglutinin (SAG), as measured using a whole cell BiaCore surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 

assay, as well as changes in the specificity and isotype composition of anti-P1 antibodies elicited 

in mice receiving IC compared to S. mutans alone. Anti-P1 MAbs are not equal in their ability to 

directly inhibit adherence of S. mutans to SAG or in their ability to modulate the immune 

response against P1, and the regions of P1 required for formation of their cognate epitopes 

varies. 

 Results of the current study revealed that beneficial immunomodulation is produced by 

four MAbs whose epitopes are contributed to by an interaction between the discontinuous 

alanine rich- and proline rich-repeat regions of P1 and sequences flanking them. Furthermore, it 
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was demonstrated that the mechanism of their action is Fc-independent but dependent upon the 

genetic background of the immunized host and the concentration of the MAb used to coat the 

bacterial cells. Additionally, changes in Ab specificity, isotype distribution, and biological 

activity in the serum of IC-immunized mice were defined. The data confirmed that epitope 

specificity and the nature of the antibody-antigen interaction is seminal to the mechanism of 

action of beneficial anti-P1 MAbs. Their binding enhanced the immunogenicity and antigenicity 

of epitopes that are better targets of efficacious Abs. Immunomodulatory changes on a cellular 

level and cytokine level were also assessed and were consistent with serological data. This study 

provides valuable information about the mechanism by which anti-P1 MAbs modulate the 

immune response towards a desirable outcome and furthers our understanding of the correlates 

of protection against S. mutans adherence. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Dental Caries and Streptococcus mutans  

 Dental Caries is one of the most common infectious diseases in the United States and 

worldwide. It is most common in children; however, it is still a major concern for people of all 

ages. It is estimated by the American Dental Association that, in the United States alone, $40 

billion is spent annually for the treatment and prevention of dental caries. However, despite 

prophylactic measures such as topical or systemic use of fluorides and dietary control, the 

incidence of caries remains high. In fact, nearly one-half of 5-year-old children have caries and 

95% of adults have experienced caries (51).  

 Caries occurs when the enamel of the tooth is de-mineralized by a localized acidic 

environment on the tooth surface. This acidic environment is caused by bacterial agents present 

in the oral cavity that utilize dietary carbohydrates and produce acid as a by-product. 

Streptococcus mutans (S. mutans) was shown over four decades ago to be the bacterial species 

that is the primary etiologic agent of dental caries in humans (71, 111). Initially isolated from a 

human carious lesion by Clarke in the early 20th century, S. mutans was named based on its 

mutant appearance by gram stain in that it appeared more oval than round (41). Based on 

differences in cell wall carbohydrates (24, 146) and DNA hybridization studies (43, 44), 

Streptococcus mutans isolates have been divided into eight serotypes, designated a through h, 

and four genetic groups. These include S. sobrinus (serotypes d, g, h), S. cricetus (serotype a), S. 

rattus (serotype b) and S. mutans (serotypes c, e, f). These groups are known collectively as 

mutans streptococci (45). The most prevalent mutans streptococci isolated from human dental 

plaque is Streptococcus mutans serotype c and S. mutans and S. sobrinus are the two 

predominant species found in humans (71, 111).  
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Virulence Factors and Vaccine Targets of S. mutans 

In order for any organism to exert its pathogenic effect(s) it must first be able to occupy its 

desired niche, wherever that may be, or be able to produce its pathogenic factor(s). Generally 

speaking, a virulence factor is referred to as anything that aids an organism in habitation, 

infection, and/or disease progression of the host. While numerous definitions of a virulence 

factor exist, Casadevall and Pirofski suggest that virulence cannot exist in the absence of a host 

and that host damage cannot occur without microbial virulence factors (34). Simply defined as a 

microbial characteristic, a virulence factor can be anything from secreted factors to adhesive 

proteins. 

The primary virulence factors of S. mutans that have been studied as vaccine candidates 

are glucosyltransferases (GTFs), glucan binding proteins (GBPs), and antigen P1 (69, 131, 181, 

182, 222). These virulence factors of S. mutans are all involved with helping this cariogenic 

organism with colonizing the oral cavity. Glucosyltransferases are extracellular enzymes 

produced by S. mutans which catalyze the synthesis of water-soluble and water-insoluble glucans 

from sucrose and these enzymes are considered important vaccine targets due to their ability to 

both synthesize and bind to glucans which have been implicated in the plaque-forming potential 

of S. mutans (182, 183). Due to the role of glucans in plaque formation, the proteins which bind 

these molecules are also important targets of vaccine studies. Glucan binding proteins aid S. 

mutans in colonization of the oral cavity by helping it adhere to the glucan components of the 

dental plaque. S. mutans synthesizes a minimum of two GBPs which  lack GTF enzymatic 

activity that have been studied as vaccine candidates (162, 178).  

The virulence factor and vaccine candidate that is the focus of the current study is a 

Mr~185,000 surface protein of S. mutans serotype c called P1 (56). P1, originally identified as 

Antigen I/II (Ag I/II) (160), and also called Antigen B (163) and PAc (142) is a member of a 
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family of structurally complex cell-surface anchored multi-functional adhesins. P1-like 

polypeptides are produced by almost all species of oral streptococci indigenous to the human oral 

cavity and mediate interactions with salivary constituents, host cell matrix proteins such as 

fibronectin, fibrinogen, collagen, and other oral bacteria. They are comprised of multiple ligand-

binding sites and regions within these polypeptides are reported to bind human salivary 

glycoproteins, other microbial cells, and calcium (7, 86, 100). 

P1 Structure and Function 

The structure and molecular biology of P1 has been extensively studied (6, 13, 19-22, 46, 

47, 91, 92, 105, 106, 156, 166, 202). The gene encoding P1, called spaP or pac, was cloned (105, 

141) and sequenced (92, 141) and the construction of isogenic mutants of spaP allowed 

characterization of P1 as an adhesive component of the bacterial surface (46, 106). P1 is a multi-

domain adhesin that contains an amino-terminal signal sequence, a series of three 82 residue 

alanine-rich repeats (A-region) within the amino-terminal third of the molecule, a 150 residue 

variable region where most sequence variations between P1 from different bacterial strains are 

clustered, a series of three 39 residue proline-rich repeats (P-region) in the central portion of the 

molecule, and a carboxy-terminal sequence characteristic of wall and membrane spanning 

domains of streptococcal surface proteins which includes the LPXTG motif conserved among 

sortase substrates (Figure 1-1) (104). 

Based on the sequence of spaP, secondary structural predictions suggested that the A-

region would most likely form an alpha-helical coiled-coil structure and the P-region of the 

molecule would form a beta-sheet structure (91). The crystal structure data available on the 

intervening region between the A- and P-regions of P1 from S. mutans serotype f  indicates that 

this region forms a flexible beta sandwich and that the A- and P- regions of the molecule most 

likely are in close proximity in the native form of the protein (197). The tertiary structure of the 
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molecule has not been fully elucidated; however, it is known that the A- and P-regions interact in 

the native structure and that this interaction contributes to the formation of complex 

discontinuous epitopes (127, 166, 200). In collaboration with Dr. Champion Deivanayagam at 

the University of Alabama at Birmingham, a partial crystal structure of a P1 polypeptide 

spanning the third A-region through the first P-region repeat (A3VP1) has been obtained (103). 

This novel protein structure revealed the association of the proline-rich domain forming an 

unusually long single polyproline type II helix wrapped with the alanine-rich domain as an 

extended alpha-helix. The interaction between the alpha-helix and the polyproline helix is 

primarily mediated through hydrophobic interactions and the region intervening the A- and P-

segments achieved a structure similar to that previously reported by Troffer-Carlier, et al. (197). 

P1 presumably functions on the cell surface by mediating adherence of S. mutans to the 

surface of the tooth via a large molecular weight glycoprotein called salivary agglutinin (SAG) 

(22, 96, 106, 136), now known to represent the human salivary scavenger protein glycoprotein 

340 (gp 340) (151). The interaction of P1 with salivary components has been shown to be 

complex (65) and different regions of P1 have been shown to be involved in its interaction with 

human SAG depending on whether it is in fluid-phase or immobilized on a surface (22). While 

P1 interacts with both fluid-phase and immobilized SAG, it is its interaction with immobilized 

SAG that is suspected to allow it to better exert its cariogenic effects. Additionally, it has been 

suggested that members of the Ag I/II family of proteins, including Ag I/II of S. mutans and 

SspA and SspB of S. gordonii, may also function as invasins of dental tubules by recognition of 

collagen (112, 113). Consistent with this idea, one study in which germ-free rats infected with S. 

mutans or a P1-deficient strain reported lower caries in the mutant infected rats despite there 

being no difference in cultivatable numbers of bacteria between the groups of rats (46).  
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The Natural Immune Response against S. mutans 

 The oral cavity and systemic circulation of humans has been shown to contain antibodies 

(Abs) to numerous oral microorganisms, including S. mutans (129, 131). The class of Abs found 

in the oral cavity are not only IgA1 and IgA2. Varying amounts of  IgG and IgM are also 

detectable in human saliva, most likely via transudation through the gingival crevice (52). 

Humoral immunity against human dental caries has been reported for many years. However, a 

definitive correlate of protection has yet to be identified. Numerous studies have reported that 

salivary and serum antibodies can be both protective or non-protective depending on the specific 

study (25, 40, 62, 63, 80, 93, 109, 157, 193). 

One study reported that low caries incidence correlated with increased serum IgG 

antibodies specific for Ag I/II (40). Another study reported that high affinity serum IgG against 

S. mutans whole cells correlated with dental plaque absent in mutans streptococci (193).Gregory 

et al. reported the importance of the specificity of the response with regard to caries sensitivity 

by showing that caries-susceptible individuals have significantly higher levels of antibodies 

against S. mutans native antigens (63). Consistent with the success of S. mutans in colonizing the 

oral cavity of caries sensitive individuals, Kelly et al. reported a limited antibody response 

against adhesion epitopes of Ag I/II (93). In contrast, another study reported that caries 

susceptible subjects had high levels of anti-Ag I/II salivary IgA (80). However, Bratthall et al. 

showed that the relationship between salivary IgA and dental caries is complex in that low caries 

children had less diverse reactivity to S. mutans and S. sobrinus antigens (Ags) and that high 

caries children mounted a more diverse salivary IgA response (25).  

Studies have also looked at the humoral immune response in naturally sensitized humans 

against P1. The results of these studies highlight the importance of differences in T cell help and 

lymphocyte proliferative responses against certain T cell epitopes rather than total Ab responses 
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against full-length Ag I/II in determining the caries susceptibility of the host (93, 126). In one 

such study of naturally sensitized individuals (93), serum antibody responses were shown to be 

predominantly against N-terminal residues (39 to 481) and central residues (816 to 1213) of P1 

which include the A- and P-region of the protein. T-cell responses were also found to be directed 

predominantly towards the central region. Furthermore, this study demonstrated that there is a 

limited B-cell response to adhesion epitopes, an observation that is consistent with the success of 

S. mutans in colonizing the oral cavity in the presence of an immune response. As a whole, 

previous studies have focused on the evaluation of the immune response against linear epitopes. 

However, the current study points toward the importance of evaluating the response towards 

complex epitopes in order to elucidate relevant target epitopes that are involved in protection 

from or susceptibility to S. mutans colonization. 

Immunization against Dental Caries and S. mutans Colonization 

Previously, immunization strategies utilizing P1 or P1-derived Ags and a variety of other 

S. mutans vaccine targets have been employed with varying degrees of success (90, 116, 117, 

119, 132, 133, 164, 170, 176, 177, 179, 192). It was reported by Lehner et al. that immunization 

of rhesus monkeys with Ag I or Ag I/II was protective against dental caries and that protection 

was associated with IgG in their serum and gingival crevicular fluid (108). Studies have 

evaluated the immunogenicity of the entire P1 molecule or fragments of the antigen using a 

variety of adjuvants, bacterial vector delivery systems, immunization sites, and even genetic 

immunization with recombinant plasmid DNA, all with reported success (14, 27, 54, 66-68, 73, 

81, 82, 85, 87, 89, 95, 154, 159, 161, 164, 167, 168, 192, 195, 196, 215, 216, 218, 222). 

However, immunization with subunits of P1 have not achieved the same level of protection as 

immunization with the full-length protein (1, 68, 169, 191). Also, when different routes of 

immunization are employed, the specificity of the immune response against S. mutans antigens 
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have been reported to vary (23, 57, 58, 161). However, one study did report protection from S. 

mutans colonization in mice immunized with a chimeric protein made of the saliva-binding 

region (SBR) of P1 and the glucan-binding domain (GLU) of a GTF (222). Mice were 

immunized with a chimeric protein, SBR-GLU, containing the SBR of P1, which corresponds to 

the A-region (47, 65), and GLU of GTF-I from S. mutans. Immunization with the chimeric 

protein resulted in significantly enhanced levels of serum anti-SBR IgG1 and IgG2a, a 

significant increase in salivary and vaginal IgA antibody responses to SBR and GLU, and a 

significant reduction in S. mutans colonization was also observed.  

Passive Immunotherapy against S. mutans Colonization  

The term passive immunotherapy can simply be defined as the application or 

administration of a preformed Ab. A number of studies that focus on and suggest the use of 

passive immunotherapies to protect against S. mutans colonization and dental caries have been 

published (55, 107, 116, 130, 145). Previously it was reported that local administration of an 

anti-Ag I/II MAb, Guy’s 13, to the tooth surface of human volunteers after treatment with 

chlorohexidine prevented re-colonization of S. mutans for up to two years while placebo control 

subjects had detectable levels of S. mutans as early as 10 days after chlorohexidine treatment 

(117). Further studies using Guy's 13 demonstrated prevention of S. mutans re-colonization by 

administration of F(ab)2 fragments of the MAb but the Fab fragments of the molecule failed to 

prevent re-colonization. In fact, subjects receiving MAb Fab fragments experienced S. mutans 

levels in dental plaque and saliva similar to that found in sham-immunized subjects. 

Interestingly, protection against colonization by S. mutans lasting up to 2 years was observed in 

immunized subjects even though MAb was only applied over a period of 3 weeks and was only 

detectable up to 3 days after its application to the teeth (115). A subsequent study demonstrated 

that MAb epitope specificity appeared to be an important factor in efficacy since MAbs Guy's 11 
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and 13 are the same isotype and both recognize a protein determinant, but only Guy's 13 

prevented S. mutans colonization when used as a passive immunotherapy (116). 

With the observed success of passive administration of Guy’s 13, the MAb was later re-

engineered in tobacco plants as a chimeric IgA/IgG with a rabbit secretory component (118) and 

is now generally referred to as Guy’s 13 plantibody. Subsequent human trials using plantibody 

demonstrated its ability to prevent S. mutans re-colonization for up to four months (114). 

However, repeated human clinical trials in the United States failed to demonstrate the efficacy of 

plantibody at the concentrations tested (209). The mechanism(s) by which passively 

administered Guy’s 13 and Guy’s 13 plantibody prevents S. mutans re-colonization for such a 

long time has never been satisfactorily explained. It was speculated that S. mutans re-

colonization was inhibited by other species of oral bacteria being able to compete with S. mutans 

and occupy its niche within the oral cavity.  

In addition to the use of Guy’s 13 and Guy’s 13 plantibody for S. mutans/P1-related 

therapies, application of a MAb specific for Antigen B (P1) and PAg of S. sobrinus has also been 

shown to decrease the colonization of S. sobrinus in a rat model (201, 221). Passive 

immunotherapy directed against non-P1 antigens have been reported as well. It has been reported 

that passive administration of polyclonal hen-egg-yolk antibodies (IgY) prepared against whole 

S. mutans cells (145), S. mutans glucosyltransferase (70), and S. mutans glucan binding protein B 

(GBP-B) (180) protected rats against dental caries. Furthermore, human subjects passively 

immunized with anti-S. mutans IgY demonstrated a decrease in the percentage of S. mutans in 

plaque of treated subjects, but the length of the effect was much shorter than that reported after 

application of anti-P1 MAb Guy’s 13 (74). 
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Immunomodulation by Antibody 

 There is long-standing and recent evidence that passively administered Ab may not be 

acting passively, but may have immunomodulatory effects (23, 26, 79, 98, 99, 125, 128, 148, 

175, 194, 198, 204). The idea of passively administered antibody-containing substances 

improving host protection via an immunomodulatory mechanism was suggested in a study using 

human plasma derived immunoglobulin (IVIG) in conjunction with Streptococcus pneumoniae 

challenge in mice (153). Furthermore, therapeutic effects of IVIG have been demonstrated in a 

multitude of autoimmune and inflammatory diseases (171, 172).  

Immunization of Ag bound by specific Ab has been shown to exert a number of effects 

including suppression, enhancement and differences in the elicited immune response (15, 173, 

213) and it has been suggested that exogenously applied Ab may act as a therapeutic agent by 

redirecting the host immune response (153, 219). Changes in the immune response toward an 

antigen by immunization with Ag complexed with MAbs has been documented (17, 75-78, 97, 

138, 217). IC consisting of HBsAg vaccine bound to different MAbs resulted in enhancement, 

indifference, and/or decreases in the immune response depending on MAb used within the IC 

(16, 128).  It has also been demonstrated that immunization of chickens with IC containing Ag 

subunits of Newcastle Disease virus and specific polyclonal Abs protects against live viral 

challenge (150). 

Alterations in both the cellular and humoral immune response have been reported as a 

result of immunization with Ag-Ab IC. In fact, enhanced proliferation and activation of antigen-

specific T cell lines has been shown to occur when specific Ag is administered in an immune 

complex with either affinity-purified polyclonal antibodies or monoclonal antibodies compared 

to antigen administered alone (39, 121, 165). Presentation of human serum albumin (HSA) to 

HSA primed T cells has been shown to be more efficient when it is bound by specific Ab versus 
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Ag alone (124) and HSA IC elicits a stronger in vivo cellular immune response (125). 

Accelerated development of memory B cells, formation of germinal centers, and maturation of 

antibody affinity has been shown to occur by immunization with preformed Ag-Ab complexes 

when compared with immunization of Ag alone (97). Furthermore, B cells from mice immunized 

with the Ag-Ab complexes have been shown to demonstrate more heterogeneous VH gene 

expression versus B cells from mice receiving Ag alone (138). The authors of one study 

suggested that isotype switching and a memory response can be induced without the need for 

second priming of the immune response. In this particular study they reported that immunization 

of mice with immune complexes consisting of IgE and 2,4,6-trinitrophenylated bovine serum 

albumin as the Ag resulted in a multiple-hundred-fold higher Ag-specific humoral response and 

the mice that received the IC showed a 500-fold increase in specific IgG-secreting splenic cells 

(212). 

 Administration of a MAb-containing IC has also been used to increase the number of 

MAb-producing hybrids and to induce the formation of antibodies against subdominant antigenic 

epitopes (16, 17). Immunization with antigen-antibody complexes has also been used to generate 

MAbs that recognize novel epitopes of an antigen (214). Investigators have also used 

immunization with IC to change the immune response against specific pathogens such as 

Hepatitis B virus (210), Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (72), and infectious bursal disease virus 

(64). Additionally, another study reported intranasal immunization with Hepatitis B surface 

antigen complexed with Ag-specific antibodies induced both systemic and mucosal immune 

responses in BALB/c mice (128). 

Immunomodulation by a MAb represents a strategy to enhance the protective immunity of 

vaccine antigens by eliciting the formation of antibodies against sub-dominant but protective 
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epitopes, suppressing the immune response against nonprotective epitopes or changing the 

subclass distribution of immunoglobulins to more effective isotypes (15, 120, 122, 219, 220). 

Immunomodulatory effects of Abs have been implicated in a variety of situations which range 

from regulation of inflammation and cell-mediated immunity to the classic effects of 

opsonization and complement fixation (30-33, 35-38). In addition, our laboratory has shown that 

immunization of mice with anti-P1 MAbs as part of an IC with S. mutans whole cells modulates 

the anti-S. mutans and P1 response in various specific ways (23, 84, 144, 155, 156). In these 

studies, mice were immunized orally, intranasally, or intraperitoneally with S. mutans alone and 

S. mutans coated with a MAb directed against the P1 major surface protein. Mice immunized 

with the MAb-coated bacteria showed changes in the intensity and specificity of the immune 

response as well as the subclass distribution of serum antibodies compared to mice immunized 

with bacteria alone. 

Mechanisms of Immunomodulation by Antibodies 

There are several known mechanisms by which antibody (Ab) can modulate the host 

immune response when it is bound to its specific Ag as part of an IC. While not mutually 

exclusive and likely to overlap, these alterations of the host immune response can be broadly 

grouped into Fc-dependent or Fc-independent mechanisms. Fc-dependent mechanisms can 

involve increased uptake via Fc receptors (FcRs) and/or differential engagement of stimulatory 

versus inhibitory FcRs on antigen presenting cells (59, 75, 78, 102, 122, 174, 211). Additionally, 

Ab-mediated complement activation with subsequent uptake of Ag via complement receptors 

can be considered an Fc-dependent mechanism (78, 83, 102, 120, 190). Fc-independent 

mechanisms involve, for example, Ab masking of dominant antigenic epitopes, exposure of 

cryptic epitopes revealed upon Ab binding, and/or changes in proteolysis and Ag presentation (2, 

4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 97, 110, 120, 122, 173, 205). 
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Whether initiated by an Fc-dependent or independent mechanism, presence of Ab with an 

Ag can influence proteolysis and antigen processing (5, 120, 122, 173, 205), leading to a shift in 

presentation of class II-restricted T-cell epitopes (3, 4, 110), changes in cytokine expression by 

antigen-presenting cells and/or T cells (2, 3, 10, 11), enhanced germinal center formation and 

generation of strong memory responses (78, 88, 94, 97, 99, 152, 188), changes in usage of 

germline-encoded VH genes (138, 189), and induction of somatic hypermutation (138, 188, 189).  

Exogenous antibody can therefore affect the spectrum of T lymphocytes induced to 

proliferate in response to presentation by MHC molecules by altering proteolytic susceptibility of 

the Ag which results in changes in the peptides generated for display. Proteases perform two key 

functions in the class II MHC antigen-processing pathway, initiation and removal of the invariant 

chain chaperone for MHC class II and generation of peptides from foreign and self peptides for 

capture and display to T cells (207, 208). Presentation of particular antigen-specific T-cell 

determinants can be enhanced or suppressed as a direct consequence of antibody modulation of 

antigen processing (4, 5, 122, 173, 205). Indeed in our laboratory, an anti-P1 MAb has been 

shown to increase the rate and change the proteolytic digestion pattern of bacterial cell-surface-

localized P1 in vitro (156).  

Antigen Structure and Immunogenicity 

 The three-dimensional structure of an antigen impacts its antigenicity and alterations in 

native structure can lead to changes in the immune response toward that Ag. It has been 

documented that destabilization of structure and shifts in proteolytic susceptibility are associated 

with exposure of cryptic epitopes which leads to a more robust helper T cell response (28, 29, 49, 

137, 186, 187). Furthermore, it has been shown that Ag-Ab complexes, rather than Ag alone, 

may be a common way in which Ag is encountered by APCs. Since Ab can influence the 

processing and presentation by MHC Class II of the processed Ag with a subsequent alteration in 
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the adaptive T helper cell response (134, 173, 205, 206), this would be expected to also influence 

the nature and specificity of the resultant antibody response against the Ag (101, 123, 135).  

Studies have demonstrated that protease-sensitive mobile loops of heat shock protein 10 

(Hsp10) from mycobacteria, Escherichia coli, and bacteriophage T4 (T4Hsp10) are associated 

with adjacent immunodominant helper T-cell epitopes and that mobile-loop deletion in T4Hsp10 

eliminates the protease sensitivity of Hsp10 and resolves any associated epitope 

immunodominance (28). In a further study, protease-sensitivity and epitope presentation was 

analyzed in a group of T4Hsp10 variant proteins and the results demonstrated that a proteolytic 

nick in the mobile-loop of T4Hsp10 unlocks three-dimensional structure allowing the epitope to 

become available for binding of MHC (29). These studies support the idea that even minor 

changes in antigen structure can have dramatic effects upon the immunogenicity and antigenicity 

of the protein.  

Immunomodulation by Anti-P1 Monoclonal Antibodies 

Previous studies by our laboratory identified five anti-P1 IgG1 MAbs that alter the anti-P1 

response when administered intraperitoneally to BALB/c mice as part of an IC bound to the 

surface of S. mutans whole cells. Differences in the immune response include changes in the 

ability of sera from IC-immunized mice to inhibit S. mutans adherence to SAG, as measured 

using a whole cell BiaCore surface plasmon resonance (SPR) assay, as well as changes in the 

specificity and isotype composition of anti-P1 antibodies elicited in mice receiving IC compared 

to S. mutans alone (84, 143, 144). Initial experiments identified similar changes in antibody 

specificity in mucosally and parenterally immunized animals and demonstrated that effects can 

vary depending on the concentration of MAb in the IC. Anti-P1 MAbs are not equal in their 

ability to inhibit adherence of S. mutans to SAG or in their ability to modulate the immune 

response against P1, and the regions of P1 required for formation of their cognate epitopes varies 
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(Figure 1-1). In brief, the epitopes of MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, 5-5D, and 4-10A are contributed to 

by an interaction between the discontinuous A- and P-regions of P1 and differences among the 

MAbs exist in regards to their requirement for the presence of other P1 segments.  

Anti-P1 MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, and 5-5D have been shown to be beneficial modulators of 

the immune response in that they promote the formation of a polyclonal response more inhibitory 

of bacterial adherence, but these MAbs themselves do not inhibit adherence. In contrast, MAbs 

1-6F and 4-9D both promote the formation of a polyclonal response less inhibitory of adherence 

when they are administered as part of an IC while they themselves inhibit adherence. MAb 4-

10A, which also inhibits adherence, was found to be neutral in its affect (144). The beneficial 

effects of MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, and 5-5D appear to relate to an epitope requirement that depends 

upon an interaction of the discontinuous alanine-rich (A) and proline-rich (P) regions of P1. 

Previous data which demonstrated that immunization with IC containing A/P-dependent anti-P1 

MAbs results in a change in the specificity of the anti-P1 serum response (84, 143, 144) suggests 

that MAb binding may alter the antigen in some way as to expose different epitopes that provide 

better targets of protective antibodies. Such an alteration of P1 structure would be expected to 

lead to changes in the T helper cell repertoire and the B cell response. Studies evaluating T and B 

cell epitopes in human subjects that were naturally sensitized to S. mutans Ag I/II revealed a 

correlation of a T cell epitope with caries resistance (93). Recognition of certain T cell epitopes 

would imply the role of antigen processing and peptide presentation and suggest that host MHC 

make up could contribute to the immunomodulatory outcome.  

In fact, the immune responses to P1 of S. mutans was evaluated in various strains of mice 

using peptides spanning the entire protein with attention being given to the haplotype of MHC II 

genes (191). This study revealed that subcutaneous immunization of mice carrying the MHC 
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class II I-Ad gene (BALB/c, B10.D2, B10.GD, and (B10.D2 x B10.G)F1 mice) with a 301 to 

319 peptide induced strong serum IgG responses to recombinant P1 (rP1) and the peptide. 

Immunization of mice carrying the haplotype k or b of the H-2 I-A gene (C3H/HeN, C57BL/6, 

B10.BR, B10.A, or B10 mice) with the same peptide induced intermediate serum IgG responses 

to rP1 and the peptide and immunization of mice carrying the haplotype s or q of the H-2 I-A 

gene (DBA/1, B10.S, or B10.G mice) induced weak serum IgG responses to rP1 and the 301-319 

peptide. The authors mapped antigenic epitopes in the P1 301-319 peptide and P1 in mice 

bearing different H-2 haplotypes by using 10 overlapping decapeptides covering P1 residues 

301-319 and 153 decapeptides covering the entire mature P1 protein. Epitope-scanning analysis 

of the mature P1 molecule showed that antigenic epitopes were scattered throughout the 

molecule and that antigenic epitope patterns differed in mice with different H-2 haplotypes. 

Summary and Goals 

Previous studies have demonstrated that certain anti-P1 MAbs exert immunomodulatory 

effects on the resulting immune response when they are administered as part of an IC with S. 

mutans whole cells. Characteristics among the MAbs that exert beneficial immunomodulatory 

effects versus those MAbs that result in undesirable outcomes include differences in their 

epitopes and their ability to inhibit bacterial adherence to immobilized SAG. The overall goals of 

the current study were to better understand the P1 sequences required to form the complex 

epitopes recognized by our anti-P1 MAbs, to further characterize the changes in the immune 

response following immunization with IC comprised of S. mutans and beneficial 

immunomodulatory anti-P1 MAbs, and to gain an understanding of the mechanism(s) by which 

our anti-P1 MAbs modulate the resultant immune response when they are administered as part of 

an IC in a BALB/c host.  
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Previous experiments began to demonstrate a change in the specificity and isotype 

composition of the resultant immune response toward S. mutans, P1, N-chlorosuccinimide 

(NCS)-digested P1 fragments, and partial P1 polypeptides encoded by spaP sub-clones in the 

serum of mice immunized with IC versus S. mutans alone. As such, an objective of this study 

was to further define and evaluate the changes in specificity and isotype distribution of Abs 

contained within the polyclonal immune serum from IC-immunized mice compared to that of 

mice receiving bacteria alone. Additionally, in light of previous reports that the response against 

P1 epitopes varies between mice of differing genetic backgrounds (191), the importance of host 

genetic background on immunomodulatory changes and outcomes was examined.  

As described previously, immunomodulatory effects by Ab can be classified in one of two 

categories: Fc-dependent and Fc-independent. Another major purpose of this study was to first 

determine if beneficial immunomodulation is Fc-dependent. To accomplish this, experiments 

were performed to evaluate the role of FcRs and the Fc portion of anti-P1 MAbs on their 

beneficial immunomodulatory effects.  

Given that changes in the specificity, isotype distribution, and protective efficacy of the 

immune response had been demonstrated in IC-immunized mice, it would be expected that 

changes at a cell and/or cytokine level might occur as a result of immunization with IC. The last 

aspiration of this study was to evaluate changes that might occur on a cellular level in order to 

begin to understand the molecular mechanisms involved in beneficial immunomodulation by 

anti-P1 MAbs that may be linked to observed changes in serology of immunized mice. 

Immunomodulation by Ab represents an often over-looked and underutilized strategy to 

redirect immunity toward increased efficacy. Defining specific changes will help predict 

correlates of protection, thus far poorly understood for P1. Understanding the molecular 
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mechanism of Ab-mediated immunomodulation may also suggest potential ways to shift the 

balance of the anti-S. mutans response in the host’s favor without the need for immunization with 

immune complexes.  
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Figure 1-1.  Schematic representation of P1 and relevant domains; primary sequence or 
combinations thereof known to achieve epitopes recognized by anti-P1 MAbs. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Bacterial Strains, Plasmids and Growth Conditions 

 Serotype c S. mutans strain NG8 was kindly provided by K. W. Knox, Institute for Dental 

Research, Sydney, Australia.  Escherichia coli host strains used to express recombinant P1 

polypeptides included DH5α, INVαF’ (InVitrogen Corp., San Diego, CA) and M15 (pREP4) 

(Qiagen, Santa Clarita, CA).  Escherichia coli strains were grown aerobically at 37°C with 

vigorous shaking in Luria-Bertani broth (1% [wt/vol] tryptone, 0.5% [wt/vol] yeast extract, 1% 

[wt/vol] NaCl) supplemented with ampicillin (50-100 μg/mL) or kanamycin (25-50 μg/mL) as 

appropriate.  Plasmids pCR2.1 (InVitrogen Corp), pQE30 Xa (Qiagen), pQE30 UA (Qiagen) and 

pMal-p2x (New England Biolabs, Inc. [NEB], Beverly, MA) were used as cloning and 

expression vectors.  

Construction of P1 Sub-clones 

All P1 sub-clones were derived by PCR amplification from serotype c S. mutans strain 

NG8 chromosomal DNA or from plasmid DNA derived from NG8 chromosomal DNA. P1 

constructs encoding recombinant polypeptides NR21, CK1, CK2, and A3VP1 were made 

previously in our laboratory (127) or by collaborators (unpublished). 

Construction of P1 Sub-clone RR2. 

P1 construct, RR2, was cloned by PCR amplification of base pairs 250-3669 of the P1 

gene from S. mutans (NG8) chromosomal DNA using FWD primer 5’-CCC GGG ACA AAT 

GGT TCA ATA CCA GTT-3’ which included a Sma I restriction site and REV primer, 5’-AAG 

CTT TCA GTC AGT CAA TCC TGA CGC AAT TCA-3’ which included a Hind III restriction 

site. The resulting 3.4 kb PCR product was then cloned into the PQE-30 Xa Stu I and Hind III 

restriction sites and transformed into M15 [pREP4] E.coli for expression.  
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Construction of P1 Sub-clones LT1, LT2, and LT3 

P1 sub-clone, LT1, was constructed by PCR amplification of the base pairs correlating to 

amino acids 465-825 from NG8 chromosomal DNA. Primers used were LT1-FWD 5’-AAA 

GAT TTA GCA GAC TAT CCA G-3’ and LT1-REV  5’- CGC ACG GAT TTT ACC ATT 

TAA A-3’. LT2 was constructed by PCR amplification of the base pairs correlating to amino 

acids 185-679 from NG8 chromosomal DNA. Primers used were LT2-FWD 5’- CAT AAA GCC 

GAG GTT GAA CG -3’ and LT2-REV 5’-ATA GAA AGT GAA TTC ATT TTT AAT AA -3’. 

LT3 was constructed by PCR amplification of the base pairs correlating to amino acids 185-825 

from NG8 chromosomal DNA. Primers used were LT2-FWD 5’- CAT AAA GCC GAG GTT 

GAA CG -3’ and  LT1-REV  5’- CGC ACG GAT TTT ACC ATT TAA A-3’.  All PCR products 

were then cloned into the PQE-30 UA cloning vector and propagated in M15 E. coli harboring 

the pREP4 plasmid.  

Purification of His-Tagged Fusion Proteins 

M15 pREP4 E. coli containing the plasmid harboring the P1 constructs were grown as 

described in the Bacterial Strains, Plasmids and Growth Conditions section. Overnight cultures 

were added 1:100 into fresh media containing ampicillin (50-100 μg/mL) and kanamycin (25-50 

μg/mL) and grown with shaking until an OD600 of 0.45-0.6 was reached. The cultures were 

induced for 3-5 hours at 37ºC with 0.1-0.5 mM IPTG (Fisher). The cells were centrifuged to 

pellet the cells and purification steps were then followed. 

All P1 constructs produced in the PQE-family of vectors were purified by affinity 

chromatography using nickel resin. Induced cell pellets were lysed using bugbuster (Novagen) at 

20 mL per liter of cells and shaking at room temperature for 20 minutes. The lysed cells were 

centrifuged and the protein containing lysate was removed. Approximately 5 mL of washed 
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nickel resin was added to the cleared lysate and it was incubated for 2 hours to overnight with 

rotation at 4ºC. The resin and lysate mixture was poured into a reusable column and washed 2x 

with 1X tris-buffered saline (TBS), 15 mM imidazole. The His-tagged proteins were then eluted 

with 1X TBS, 300 mM imidazole and 2 mL fractions were collected for analysis by SDS PAGE 

and Western blot. Pure fractions were pooled for use in experiments. Impure fractions were 

subjected to another passage over the nickel column and/or were further purified by gel filtration 

or anion exchange chromatography. The presence of full-length protein was assessed by Western 

blot using appropriate conformation dependent anti-P1 MAbs. Duplicate membranes were also 

stained with colloidal gold to determine the presence or absence of protein breakdown products 

and/or contaminating E. coli proteins. 

Purification of Maltose Binding Protein Fusion Proteins 

E. coli containing the plasmids harboring the P1 constructs were grown as described in the 

Bacterial Strains, Plasmids and Growth Conditions section. Overnight cultures were added 1:100 

into fresh media containing ampicillin (50-100 μg/mL) and grown with shaking until an OD600 of 

0.45-0.6 was reached. The cultures were then induced for 3-5 hours at 37ºC with 0.1-0.5 mM 

IPTG (Fisher). The cells were centrifuged to pellet the cells and purifications steps were then 

followed. 

Induced cell pellets were lysed by an osmotic shock method. Briefly, cells were 

resuspended in 200 ml of 30 mM Tris-HCl, 20% sucrose (pH 8.0) and EDTA (0.5 M, pH 8.0) 

was added to 1 mM and the mixture was shaken at room temperature for 10 minutes. The cells 

were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 20 minutes at 4°C and decanted. They were resuspended in 

200 ml of ice-cold 5 mM MgSO4 and shaken in an ice bath for 10 minutes followed by 

centrifugation at 8000 x g for 20 minutes at 4°C. The resulting supernatant containing the fusion 
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protein was then collected and 4 ml of 0.5 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) was added to the 

supernatant. The fusion protein was affinity purified from the E. coli lysate by column 

chromatography using amylose resin (New England Biolabs (NEB)) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. The column buffer used was 0.5 M sodium phosphate buffer, 200 mM 

NaCl, 1mM sodium azide, 1mM EDTA, pH 7.0. Elution buffer was column buffer containing 10 

mM maltose.  

Fractions (2 ml) were collected and analyzed by SDS PAGE and Western blot. Pure 

fractions were pooled for use in experiments. Impure fractions were subjected to another passage 

over the amylose column and/or were further purified by gel filtration or anion exchange 

chromatography. The presence of full-length protein was assessed by Western blot using 

appropriate conformation-dependent anti-P1 MAbs (48, 127, 155). Duplicate membranes were 

also stained with colloidal gold to determine the presence or absence of protein breakdown 

products and/or contaminating E. coli proteins. 

Mice 

Six-eight week old female BALB/c and/or C57/BL6 mice were purchased from Charles 

River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA. Four-twelve week old male and female Fcer1g (FcRγ) 

transgenic mice were purchased from Taconic Laboratories, Hudson, NY. All mice were housed 

in biosafety level 2 facilities under infectious disease conditions and were fed a standard diet.  

Source of Antibodies 

Guy’s 13 plantibody was a gift obtained as a reagent known as caro Rx from Planet 

Biotech. All anti-P1 MAbs were obtained from previously established hybridomas by our 

laboratory. Polyclonal Abs were also previously obtained via rabbit immunizations by our 

laboratory. Peroxidase-labeled MAbs were obtained from Southern Biotech at a concentration of 

1 mg/ml. All anti-P1 MAbs used in this study were purified by column chromatography from 
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ascites fluid using an ImmunoPure (A Plus) IgG Purification Kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, ascites fluid was diluted 1:1 in Binding Buffer 

and the sample was applied to the equilibrated protein A column and the flow through was saved 

for further evaluation. The column was then washed twice with binding buffer prior to eluting 

the bound antibody. The antibody was eluted using ~10 ml of elution buffer and 1.0 mL fractions 

were collected with each tube containing 50-100 μl of neutralization buffer. The Ab containing 

fractions were then determined by measuring their absorbance at 280 nm and analysis by SDS 

PAGE and Western blot. 

Immunizations and Sample Collections 

Groups of six mice were immunized intraperitoneally (IP) with ~1.5 × 109 CFUs of S. 

mutans in 150 μl of PBS or the same amount of S. mutans coated with either a saturating or sub-

saturating concentrations of each MAb. The dilution of MAb necessary to saturate the bacterial 

cells was predetermined by serial titration and dot blot analysis. In each experiment, a negative 

control group received PBS only. To exclude the possibility of anti-idiotype effects and to 

control for other potential effects of MAbs occurring independently of antigen, additional control 

groups received MAb alone at the concentration required to saturate the immunizing dose of 

bacteria. Mice were pre-bled one week before the first inoculation, immunized on days 0 and14 

and exsanguinated on day 30-40. Interim bleeds were also taken on days 3-7 in some cases. For 

proliferation assays mice were immunized on day 0 and spleens were removed on day 7-12 in 

most cases. However, some mice were immunized on day 0 and/or day 13 and spleens were 

removed on day 28-33. These mice were also bled on days 0, 13, and 26 in addition to terminal 

bleeds upon sacrifice.  
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Inhibition of S. mutans Adherence 

Inhibition of S. mutans adherence by serum from immunized mice was measured by a 

Biacore assay as previously described (143). Salivary agglutinin was prepared by a modification 

of the technique of Rundegren and Arnold (22, 158). Inhibition of adherence of S. mutans whole 

cells to salivary agglutinin immobilized on an F1 sensor chip was assayed using the BIAcore 

3000 machine (BIAcore AB, Uppsala, Sweden). Salivary agglutinin was immobilized on the 

BIAcore F1 sensor chip surface in flow cell 2 by amine coupling, and the dextran matrix was 

activated with 35 µl of an equal mixture of N-hydrosuccinimide (11.5 mg/ml) and N-ethyl-N'-

(dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (75 mg/ml) as suggested by the manufacturer. Agglutinin 

(100 ng/ml) was diluted 1:5 in acetate buffer (pH 5), and 2 to 20 µl was injected manually until 

the change in refractive units was >1,000. The remaining activated dextran was inactivated by 

injection of two aliquots of 35 µl of 1 M ethanolamine. Flow cell 1 was treated in the same way 

but the addition of agglutinin was omitted, and it served as a reference surface.  A flow rate of 

10µl/min was used throughout the experiment. Adherence buffer (AB; 0.78 mM KH2PO4, 1.22 

mM K2HPO4, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2*6H2O; pH 7.2) was used as running buffer. Whole S. 

mutans NG8 cells (10^9 CFU/ml) in AB were sonicated to dechain the cells and injected at a 

flow rate of 10 µl/min for 60 s, totaling 1 x 107 cells per injection. The surface was regenerated 

with 5 to 25 µl of PBS containing 0.03% Tween, 10 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, and 100 mM 

NaOH. A spaP-negative isogenic mutant of S. mutans devoid of P1 (46) that does not adhere 

above background levels to the control surface was used as a negative control in this assay (143). 

This indicates that the detected change in resonance signal is entirely P1 mediated and is not due 

to an interaction of non-P1 cell surface components with low levels of potential contaminants, 

such as sIgA in the agglutinin preparation. Adherence inhibition was performed with murine sera 

pooled from each treatment group or with a protein A-purified anti-P1 MAb. One hundred 
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microliters of a suspension with a 1.010-CFU/ml density was incubated with pooled sera or with 

protein A-purified anti-P1 MAb as previously described (143), and the mixtures were rotated end 

over end at room temperature for 1 h. The cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed twice 

with AB, and then used for BIAcore analysis.  

Pepsin Digestion of MAbs and Purification of F(ab)2 Fragments 

MAbs 5-5D and 6-11A were buffer exchanged into 0.2 M Sodium Acetate adjusted to pH 

4.0, using glacial acetic acid, overnight at 4°C. Once buffer exchanged, the MAbs were diluted 

or concentrated to ~ 2.0 mg/ml and 0.1 mg/ml pepsin (Sigma) dissolved in 0.2 M Sodium 

Acetate, pH 4.0 was added until an enzyme:Ab ratio of 1:20 was obtained. The samples were 

placed at 37°C for 24-72 hours. After incubation at 37°C, 2 M Tris base was added to each 

sample until the pH reached 7.0-8.0 and the samples were dialyzed into 1X PBS, pH 8.0 

overnight. The F(ab)2
 fragments were first depleted of any Fc-containing fragments by 

purification on protein A using an ImmunoPure (A Plus) IgG Purification Kit (Pierce, Rockford, 

IL) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the protein A column was equilibrated 

with binding buffer and the digested sample was diluted 1:1 in binding buffer and applied to the 

column. The flow through was saved along with the first wash in order to obtain Fc-free and 

F(ab)2 containing samples. Further purification of F(ab)2 fragments was then performed on a 

Bio-silect 250 gel filtration column (Bio Rad, Hercules, CA). Purity of F(ab)2 was verified by 

Western blot using anti-Fc, anti-γ chain, anti-κ chain, and anti-λ chain specific  secondary 

antibodies (Southern Biotech). 

Biotin Labeling of Monoclonal Antibodies 

MAb 1-6F was purified from ascites fluid using an ImmunoPure (A Plus) IgG Purification 

Kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, ascites fluid was 

diluted 1:1 in Binding Buffer. The antibody sample was then applied to the equilibrated protein 
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A column and the flow through was saved for further evaluation. The column was then washed 

twice with binding buffer prior to eluting the bound antibody. The antibody was then eluted 

using ~10 ml of elution buffer and 1.0 mL fractions were collected with each tube containing 50-

100 μl of neutralization buffer. The Ab containing fractions were then determined by measuring 

their absorbance at 280 nm and analysis by SDS PAGE and Western blot. 

Approximately 1 mg of purified MAb 1-6F was biotin labeled using EZ-Link™ Biotin-

LC-Hydrazide (Pierce, Rockford, IL) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 1 mL of purified 

Ab was dialyzed overnight into coupling buffer (0.1 M sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.5) and 1 mL 

of  cold  20 mM sodium meta-periodate solution was added. The oxidation reaction was allowed 

to proceed for 30 minutes on ice or at 4°C in the dark and then glycerol was added to a final 

concentration of 15 mM and incubated for 5 minutes on ice or at 4°C to stop the oxidation. The 

oxidized sample was then dialyzed overnight into coupling buffer and biotin hydrazide solution 

was added to a final concentration of 5 mM and the sample was agitated for two hours at room 

temperature. Finally, the biotin reacted sample was dialyzed overnight into 1X PBS to separate 

any excess biotin from the mixture. The presence of biotin labeled MAb 1-6F was verified using 

an avidin-horseradish peroxidase conjugate reagent (Pierce, Rockford, IL) by enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and Western blot. 

Biotin-Labeled MAb 1-6F Competition ELISA 

The ability of antibodies contained within immune serum of immunized mice to compete 

for the MAb 1-6F epitope was evaluated by a competition ELISA. ELISA plate wells were 

coated with Streptococcus mutans serotype c strain NG8 whole cells (6) in carbonate-bicarbonate 

buffer, pH 9.6. Immune sera from S. mutans and S. mutans-MAb ICs immunized mice were 

serially diluted two-fold beginning at 1:50 and 100µl of each dilution was added to the wells 

followed by 100µl of diluted biotin-labeled MAb 1-6F. The plates were then incubated at 37ºC 
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for two hours. Avidin-HRP conjugate (Pierce, IL) was used at a 1:15,000 dilution for 30 minutes 

at room temperature. Plates were developed with 0.1 M o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride and 

0.012% hydrogen peroxide in 0.01 M phosphate citrate buffer. Plates were incubated for 30 min 

at room temperature in the dark, and the absorbance at 450 nm was recorded using an MPM 

Titertek model 550 ELISA plate reader (Bio-Rad, CA). Percent inhibition of Biotin-labeled MAb 

1-6F binding was calculated as %Inhibition=[OD450 direct binding of biotin-labeled 1-6F - OD450 

experimental well / OD450 direct binding of biotin-labeled 1-6F] X 100. Controls included non-

labeled MAb 1-6F and AV-HRP only wells.  

RR2 and MAb 3-10E Competition ELISA 

E. coli cell lysates containing recombinant P1 polypeptides RR2, CK1, and CK2 and 

vector only controls were adjusted to comparable OD280 and 100 µl of serial two-fold  dilutions 

were added to S. mutans coated ELISA plates, blocked with 5% skim milk in 1X PBS/0.03% 

Tween 20, immediately prior to the addition of 100µl of a 1:1000 dilution of MAb 3-10E (1.8 

mg/ml). The plates were then incubated for 2 hours at 37°C, washed 3X, and 100 µl of a 1:2000 

dilution of goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP conjugate was added to each well and incubated for 2 

hours at 37°C. Plates were developed with 0.1 M o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride and 

0.012% hydrogen peroxide in 0.01 M phosphate citrate buffer. Plates were incubated for 30 min 

at room temperature in the dark, and the absorbance at 450 nm was recorded using an MPM 

Titertek model 550 ELISA plate reader (Bio-Rad, CA). The positive control for MAb 3-10E 

binding were no inhibitor wells and negative controls included use of polypeptides CK1 and 

CK2 along with vector only lysate wells. 

Measurement of the Anti-S. mutans Immune Response by Quantitative ELISA 

Serum samples were assayed for anti-S. mutans IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b isotype antibodies 

by ELISA. ELISA plate wells were coated with NG8 whole cells in carbonate-bicarbonate 
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buffer, pH 9.6. Mouse immune sera were serially diluted two-fold beginning at 1:50 and added to 

the wells. Antibody reactivity was detected using affinity-purified peroxidase-labeled goat anti-

mouse peroxidase conjugated, IgG subclass specific antibodies (Southern Biotech) at the 

following dilutions: anti-IgG1, 1:1000; anti-IgG2a, 1:1000; anti-IgG2b, 1:1000; and anti-IgG3, 

1:1000. Plates were developed with 0.1 M o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride and 0.012% 

hydrogen peroxide in 0.01M phosphate citrate buffer. Plates were incubated for 30 min at room 

temperature in the dark, and the absorbance at 450 nm was recorded using an MPM Titertek 

model 550 ELISA plate reader (Bio-Rad, CA). The concentrations of anti-S. mutans IgG 

subclass antibodies were calculated by interpolation on standard curves generated using purified 

mouse subclass reagents (Southern Biotech, AL). 

Measurement of the Anti-NR21 Immune Response by Quantitative ELISA 

Serum samples were assayed for anti-NR21 IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b isotype antibodies by 

ELISA. Plate wells were coated with approximately 200 ng/well purified NR21 in carbonate-

bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.6. Mouse immune sera were serially diluted two-fold beginning at 1:50 

and added to the NR21-coated wells. Antibody reactivity was detected using affinity-purified 

peroxidase-labeled goat anti-mouse peroxidase conjugated, IgG subclass specific antibodies 

(Southern Biotech) at the following dilutions: anti-IgG1, 1:1000; anti-IgG2a, 1:1000; anti-IgG2b, 

1:1000; and anti-IgG3, 1:1000. Plates were developed with 0.1 M o-phenylenediamine 

dihydrochloride and 0.012% hydrogen peroxide in 0.01 M phosphate citrate buffer. Plates were 

incubated for 30 min at room temperature in the dark, and the absorbance at 450 nm was 

recorded using an MPM Titertek model 550 ELISA plate reader (Bio-Rad, CA). Concentrations 

of anti-NR21 antibodies were calculated by interpolation on standard curves generated using 

purified mouse subclass reagents (Southern Biotech, AL). All control sera were non-reactive 

with NR21. 
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Measurement of the Anti-NR21 and Anti-P1 Reactivity by Western Blot 

Recombinant full-length P1 and recombinant polypeptide NR21 were electrophoresed on 

three replicate 7% SDS-polyacrylamide preparatory slab gels and electroblotted onto 

nitrocellulose filters. Each nitrocellulose filter was cut into strips and replicate strips were 

reacted with our panel of 11 MAbs or appropriate mouse serum. Blot strips were then reacted 

with affinity-purified peroxidase-labeled goat anti-mouse peroxidase conjugated, IgG specific 

antibody (Southern Biotech) at 1:1000 followed by washing and development with 4-chloro-1-

naphthol solution (7 ml of PBS, 1 ml of 4-chloro-1-naphthol [Sigma; 3 mg/ml in ice-cold 

methanol], and 8 µl of 30% hydrogen peroxide). Controls included a polyclonal anti-P1 Ab as 

well as secondary Ab only-reacted blot strips. 

Anti-P1 Polypeptide ELISA 

ELISA plates were coated with approximately 200 ng/ well of each respective P1-derived 

polypeptide overnight in carbonate-bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.6. Mouse immune sera were serially 

diluted two-fold beginning at 1:50 and added to the coated wells. Antibody reactivity was 

detected using affinity-purified peroxidase-labeled goat anti-mouse peroxidase conjugated, IgG 

subclass specific antibodies (Southern Biotech) at the following dilutions: anti-IgG1, 1:1000; 

anti-IgG2a, 1:1000; anti-IgG2b, 1:1000; and anti-IgG3, 1:1000. Plates were developed with 0.1 

M o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride and 0.012% hydrogen peroxide in 0.01 M phosphate 

citrate buffer. Plates were incubated for 30 min at room temperature in the dark, and the 

absorbance at 450 nm was recorded using an MPM Titertek model 550 ELISA plate reader (Bio-

Rad, CA). Concentrations of anti-P1 polypeptide antibodies were calculated by interpolation on 

standard curves generated using purified mouse subclass reagents (Southern Biotech, AL). All 

control sera were non-reactive with each respective P1 sub-clone. 
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Measurement of in vitro Immune Cell Proliferation 

BALB/c mice were immunized with 1X PBS, S. mutans whole cells, or IC containing 

MAb 4-10A at a 1:6000 or 1:8000 dilution. In some cases mice were immunized on day 0 and 

spleens were harvested on day 7. Some mice were immunized on day 7 and spleens were 

harvested on day 33. Other mice were immunized on day 7 and day 13 and spleens were 

harvested on day 33. All spleens were excised and placed in media (RPMI, 10% Hyclone FBS, 

100 U/ml penicillin, 100ug/ml streptomycin, HEPES (1.87 g/500 mL), and 50 uM 2-ME, pH 7.4) 

on ice. They were then washed 2-3 times with media and placed in a tissue sieve with 5 mL fresh 

media. The spleens were then pushed through the nylon membrane to single cell suspension and 

the cells and media were collected and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 4°C, 300xg. RBCs were 

lysed with 1 mL 0.84%NH4Cl for 5 min on ice and 10 mL media was added to stop lysis. The 

cells were then washed 2 times with media and resuspended in media. Cells were counted using 

trypan blue on a hemacytometer and 1 million cells were plated per well. Approximately 50 

μg/mL of each antigen (recombinant P1 polypeptide) was used per well (experimental wells) and 

Con A was used at 5 µg/mL (positive controls). The total volume of each well was 200 µl and 

wells containing cells alone served as negative controls. The plate was then incubated at 37°C, 

5% CO2 for 5 days. Con A cells were incubated for four days. On Day 6, or Day 4 in the case of 

Con A treated wells, cells were pulsed with 4.0E-4 mCi thymidine (Perkin Elmer cat # 

NET027005MC) per well and were harvested 16 hours later using a Micro 96 Cell Harvester 

(Molecular Devices part # 0200-3923). Proliferation was then measured using a 1450 Microbeta 

Trilux liquid scintillation and luminescence counter (Wallac). 

Cytokine Measurement from Culture Supernatants 

Culture supernatants were removed from the wells containing stimulated splenocytes prior 

to the addition of thymidine and placed in eppendorf tubes for storage at minus 20°C or minus 
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80°C. Supernatants were thawed and replicate samples were pooled immediately prior to 

analysis. Sample preparation and analysis was performed exactly as recommended in the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Concentrations of INF-gamma, IL-2, IL-10, IL-4, and TNF-alpha were 

measured using a Beadlyte mouse multi-cytokine detection system 1 (Millipore cat# 48-005, lot 

# 1467271) and concentrations of TGF-beta isoforms 1, 2, and 3 were measured using a multi-

plex Beadlyte TGF-beta 1, beta 2, beta 3 detection system (Millipore cat # 48-015, lot # 

1460119). All samples were treated exactly as described in the protocols for the kits. 

Supernatants were acid treated as described in the TGF-beta protocol as well. Analytes were 

measured on a luminex 100 system using the settings recommended in each respective 

manufacturer’s protocol. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 

Evaluation of Immunomodulatory Properties of MAb 5-5D 

Results of experiments undertaken prior to this study aimed at defining the minimal 

primary amino acid sequence required for recognition of P1 by our panel of 11 anti-P1 MAbs 

and results of prior immunization experiments with IC containing MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, 1-6F, 4-

9D, and 4-10A suggested that MAb epitope might play a role in beneficial immunomodulation 

observed when MAbs 6-11A and 3-10E were used as part of an IC to immunize a murine host. 

The core P1 sequences required for binding of beneficial immunomodulatory MAbs indicated an 

importance of an interaction of the discontinuous A- and P-regions of the adhesin. Additionally, 

an inability of the MAb to inhibit bacterial adherence to immobilized SAG was suggested as a 

key feature of beneficial immunomodulatory MAbs. However, some disparity existed in that 

A/P-dependent MAb 4-10A is a direct inhibitor of adherence and was shown to be neutral at the 

concentrations tested within the IC. Also, another A- and P-region dependent MAb, 5-5D, was 

not tested for immunomodulatory properties in the earlier studies. 

To further evaluate the beneficial immunomodulatory properties of our anti-P1 MAbs, 

murine immunization experiments were undertaken using MAb 5-5D. This MAb was tested 

because its epitope, like MAbs 6-11A and 3-10E, is contributed to by an interaction of the 

discontinuous A-and P-regions of the P1 molecule as well as sequences upstream of the A-

region. BALB/c mice were immunized as described in Chapter 2. Briefly, mice were immunized 

intraperitoneally (IP) with S. mutans whole cells or whole cells coated with a 1:200 [saturating] 

or a 1:2000 [0.1x sub-saturating] dilution of MAb 5-5D. All Immunizations in the current study 

were done with whole S. mutans cells because evaluation of the dominant response against P1 as 

it exists in its functional form on the cell surface and how to change that response for the better 
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was the objective. Parenteral rather than mucosal immunizations were performed because of 

practicality of obtaining sufficient sample volumes (larger volume of serum compared to volume 

of saliva) in order to conduct multiple experimental evaluations and Rhodin, et al. had already 

demonstrated similar MAb-mediated alterations in specificity of mucosal and systemic responses 

(156). 

As can be seen in Figure 3-1, serum from mice immunized with both a [saturating] and a 

[0.1x sub-saturating] was increased in its ability to inhibit S. mutans adherence to immobilized 

SAG over the serum from S. mutans-immunized mice. Furthermore, MAb 5-5D is unable to 

directly inhibit S. mutans adherence to immobilized SAG (data not shown). These results provide 

further support that MAb epitope and a lack in the ability to directly inhibit bacterial adherence 

are key features of beneficial immunomodulatory MAbs. 

Further Definition of P1 Amino Acid Sequences Required for MAb 3-10E Binding 

Previous MAb epitope mapping experiments revealed that anti-P1 MAb 3-10E recognizes 

the most complex, discontinuous epitope of all our anti-P1 MAbs. In order to gain a better 

understanding of the P1 sequences contributing to recognition by MAb 3-10E, the sequences 

required for MAb recognition were further defined. Based on its reactivity with full-length P1 

and lack of reactivity with P1 sub-clones CK1 and CK2 (see schematic in Figure 3-2A), it was 

determined that MAb 3-10E requires the presence of not only the A- and P-regions, but that 

sequence N-terminal of the A-region and C-terminal of the P-region are an absolute requirement 

for its binding to P1 (Figure 3-2B). In order to further define the minimal sequence required C-

terminal to the P-region, P1 sub-clone RR2 was made. The RR2 construct encodes for a 

polypeptide which includes amino acids 84-1218 of the P1 protein sequence. When tested by 

Western blot, it was shown that recombinant polypeptide RR2 is capable of restoring P1 

recognition by MAb 3-10E (Figure 3-2B). While RR2 most likely does not represent the absolute 
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minimum sequence required for MAb 3-10E recognition, it does provide information that 

suggests important components contributing to epitope formation are contained within the 

sequences C-terminal to the P-region and that an interaction between not only the A- and P-

regions of the molecule but an interaction between pre-A and post-P region sequence is required 

for MAb 3-10E recognition.  

Recombinant Polypeptide RR2 Achieves a Native-like P1 Structure 

Given that recombinant polypeptide RR2 is capable of restoring binding of MAb 3-10E, 

it seemed possible that this polypeptide might also contain all the requisite elements of the P1 

sequence required for folding of the protein into a native-like state. A competition ELISA was 

used to determine if recombinant RR2 achieves a folded structure that closely resembles that of 

native P1 on the cell surface. Recombinant P1 polypeptides CK1 and CK2 were also included in 

the assay to confirm their lack of recognition by MAb 3-10E via ELISA. Indeed, it was shown 

that RR2 is capable of competing with native P1 localized on the surface of S. mutans whole 

cells for MAb 3-10E binding at a level of nearly 90% (Figure 3-3). In addition the data shows 

that there is a complete lack of competition for S. mutans binding with both recombinant 

polypeptides CK1 and CK2 and the vector only lysates which served as negative controls. These 

data suggest that folding of P1 into its native three-dimensional structure not only requires an 

interaction between the A- and P-regions of the protein but also an interaction of sequence N-

terminal of the A-region and C-terminal of the P-region. Furthermore, it is suggested that MAb 

3-10E may be a useful tool for the detection of P1 which is in a native-like folded state. 

The Genetic Background of the Host Affects Immunomodulation by Anti-P1 MAbs 

With the discovery that MAb 5-5D is a beneficial immunomodulator, it became apparent 

that the ability of MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, and 5-5D to beneficially modulate the anti-S. mutans 

immune response is likely linked to a commonality in their epitopes which potentially results by 
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an influence upon P1 structure leading to the exposure of more efficacious targets for Ab 

formation. If, indeed, some common feature in MAb epitope results in a structural perturbation, 

this could lead to changes in Ag processing and presentation by antigen presenting cells (APCs). 

Any change in Ag processing and presentation would be expected to be reflected in that different 

results would be predicted in mice with differing MHC II haplotypes. In order to determine what 

effect(s), if any, the genetic background (MHC II haplotype) of the host might have on 

immunomodulation by anti-P1 MAbs, immunization experiments were performed in BALB/c 

and C57BL/6 mice.  

Groups of six female BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice were immunized in parallel with IC 

containing MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D at [saturating] and [0.1x sub-saturating] and with uncoated S. 

mutans whole cells. The immunizations were carried out as described in the methods. However, 

test bleeds were taken from all mice on day 7 in order to assess the kinetics of the anti-S. mutans 

immune response. SPR results demonstrated that serum from BALB/c mice immunized with ICs 

containing MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D was increased in its ability to inhibit bacterial adherence to 

immobilized SAG and that differing results were observed in C57BL/6 mice treated in an 

identical manner. The serum from BALB/c mice immunized with a [saturating] of MAb 6-11A 

and both a [saturating] and [0.1x sub-saturating] of MAb 5-5D was increased in its ability to 

inhibit S. mutans adherence to immobilized SAG over the serum from S. mutans-immunized 

mice. However, the serum from C57BL/6 mice immunized with ICs containing either MAb 

showed no measurable increase in ability to inhibit bacterial adherence (Figure 3-4). These 

results suggest that the genetic background of the host does affect the immunomodulatory 

outcome when IC containing anti-P1 MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D are administered.  
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Kinetics and Isotype Composition of the Anti-S. mutans Response 

In order to better evaluate other immunomodulatory properties of MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D, 

the serum from immunized BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice were also examined for changes in the 

kinetics and isotype composition of the anti-S. mutans response. As described in the previous 

section, both mouse strains were immunized with IC and S. mutans alone. In order to evaluate 

the immune response in these mice early in the immunization regimen, the mice were subjected 

to blood collection 7 days post primary immunization and the serum was tested for S. mutans 

reactivity and the isotype of these Abs were also determined by quantitative ELISA. 

Interestingly, the serum from BALB/c mice receiving ICs containing MAb 6-11A 

showed an early rise (7 days post-primary immunization) in anti-S. mutans IgG1, IgG2a, and 

IgG2b versus the serum from mice receiving S. mutans alone and the serum from C57BL/6 mice 

exhibited different changes in the immune response (Figure 3-5A). Additionally, the serum from 

BALB/c mice immunized with ICs containing MAb 5-5D also contained early and increased 

levels of anti-S. mutans Abs of the IgG2a and IgG2b isotypes over the serum from S. mutans-

immunized BALB/c mice while the serum from C57BL/6-immunized mice exhibited different 

outcomes (Figure 3-5B). 

The data demonstrate that immunization with IC versus bacteria alone boosts the 

resultant immune response towards S. mutans and that the Ab isotype composition of the 

polyclonal response is increased in specific IgG subclass Abs. These results further support the 

observed effect of host genetic background on the beneficial immunomodulatory properties of 

anti-P1 MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, and 5-5D.  

MAb 1-6F Competition by Serum of MAb 6-11A and 5-5D IC-Immunized Mice 

In order to further define the changes in specificity of the resultant immune response in IC-

immunized BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice, the polyclonal serum from these mice were evaluated 
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for the presence of Abs that recognized the same or similar epitopes as a MAb that is a direct 

inhibitor of adherence such as MAb 1-6F. MAb 1-6F directly inhibits the binding of S. mutans to 

immobilized SAG and as such one would expect that the serum of IC-immunized mice which 

have been shown to inhibit adherence at an increased level might contain Abs that recognize the 

same or similar epitopes as MAb 1-6F. In order to explore this possibility, a competition ELISA 

was used.  

The ability of the serum from S. mutans and IC-immunized BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice to 

compete for binding of native P1 present on the surface of S. mutans whole cells with biotin-

labeled MAb 1-6F was measured. Consistent with previous data, the serum from MAb 6-11A 

and 5-5D IC-immunized BALB/c, but not C57BL/6 mice, did exhibit an increase in levels of 

Abs capable of competing for S. mutans binding over the serum from mice receiving bacteria 

alone (Figure 3-6). These data suggest that beneficial immunomodulatory MAb binding acts in 

some way to enhance the exposure of the P1 segments which contain the MAb 1-6F epitope.  

Measurement of Competition against MAb 1-6F by Serum from IC-immunized Mice 

With the discovery that immunization with IC containing MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D results in 

a polyclonal immune response that contains increased levels of Abs capable of competing for S. 

mutans binding with biotin labeled 1-6F, further competition experiments were undertaken to 

evaluate the presence of MAb 1-6F-like Abs in the serum of BALB/c mice immunized with IC 

containing all the anti-P1 MAbs tested for immunomodulatory activity. Previously, MAbs 6-

11A, 3-10E, 5-5D, 1-6F, 4-9D, and 4-10A were tested for immunomodulatory activity when 

administered to BALB/c mice as part of an IC (84, 144). Sera stored from these previous 

experiments were tested for their ability to compete for S. mutans binding with biotin-labeled 

MAb 1-6F.  
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Interestingly, the serum from the mice immunized with IC containing beneficial 

immunomodulatory MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, and 5-5D all contained Abs increased in their ability to 

compete with MAb 1-6F for S. mutans binding when compared to serum from S. mutans-

immunized mice. Consistent with previous data, serum from mice immunized with IC containing 

those MAbs shown to be non-beneficial or neutral in their immunomodulatory effects did not 

exhibit any such increase in 1-6F-like Abs (Figure 3-7). These data demonstrate a link between 

beneficial immunomodulatory properties and enhanced exposure of more relevant targets of 

efficacious antibodies. 

Isotype Determination of MAb 1-6F-Like Abs in the Serum of IC-immunized Mice 

Prior studies conducted in our laboratory demonstrated a statistically significant correlation 

between the ability of serum from IC-immunized mice to inhibit S. mutans adherence to 

immobilized SAG and the presence of anti-S. mutans Abs of the IgG2a and IgG2b subclass 

(144). Given that the sera from mice immunized with IC containing beneficial 

immunomodulatory MAbs contains MAb 1-6F-like Abs that can be related to enhanced 

adherence inhibition, experiments were performed to assess the isotypes of the MAb 1-6F-like 

Abs within those sera.  

In order to determine the isotype of the MAb 1-6F-like Abs contained within the serum of 

IC-immunized mice, a quantitative subclass ELISA was employed. The Ag chosen for use in 

these ELISA experiments was recombinant P1 polypeptide NR21. Polypeptide NR21 was chosen 

as the Ag for these experiments because it is recognized by MAb 1-6F but none of the other anti-

P1 MAbs (Figure 3-8). Therefore, it stands to reason that any IgG subclass Ab reactivity against 

this protein fragment can be considered as MAb 1-6F-like in nature or to at least recognize a 

similar epitope as MAb 1-6F. Again the sera from previous studies were used to evaluate the 

isotype composition of 1-6F-like Abs.  
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As can be seen in Figure 3-9A, immunization with IC containing MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, and 

4-10A results in increased serum levels of NR21-specific IgG1. Figure 3-9B shows that 

immunization with MAb 6-11A, 5-5D, and 4-10A containing ICs results in increased levels of 

anti-NR21 IgG2a in the serum of immunized mice. Anti-NR21 IgG2b levels were also increased 

in the serum of mice receiving ICs of MAbs 5-5D and 4-10A (Figure 3-9C). Any differences 

seen between the levels of anti-NR21 Abs in the serum from S. mutans only-immunized mice are 

a result of experimental variation in that each immunization experiment with each individual 

MAb was performed at different times with different shipments of mice. Therefore, it is 

important to only compare the differences between levels of anti-NR21 Abs in IC vs. S. mutans-

immunized mice within a given experiment. 

To further examine the NR21 reactivity of the serum from IC-immunized mice, Western 

blot analysis was also performed using the serum from individual mice immunized with IC 

containing MAb 5-5D. Only the serum from a few mice immunized with S. mutans alone reacted 

with NR21 despite the Ab isotype measured. However, there was an increase in reactivity of the 

IgG1 and IgG2a anti-NR21 isotypes in the sera of mice receiving IC containing MAb 5-5D 

(Figure 3-10).  

Taken together, these data suggest that the previously observed correlation with specific 

anti-S. mutans IgG subclass Abs and the ability of serum from immunized mice to inhibit 

bacterial adherence may potentially be due to the presence of MAb 1-6F-like Abs within those 

sera. The data demonstrate an increased level of anti-NR21 Abs (MAb 1-6F-like) of certain IgG 

subclasses in the serum from mice immunized with IC containing beneficial immunomodulatory 

MAbs. 
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Role of Activating Fc Receptors in Immunomodulation by Anti-P1 MAbs 

Immunization with ICs containing MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, and 5-5D not only results in an 

immune response that is increased in its ability to inhibit bacterial adherence to SAG but the 

response is altered specifically towards less immunodominant but more relevant targets such as 

the MAb 1-6F epitope containing regions of P1. Despite evidence that the MAb epitope 

requirements play a significant role in the immunomodulatory properties of beneficial MAbs, 

other mechanisms by which Ab can modulate the immune response toward an Ag must be 

evaluated in our system. As described previously, there are two major categories by which Ab 

can modulate the resultant immune response: Fc-dependent and Fc-independent. In order to 

determine Fc-dependence on immunomodulation in our system, the mechanistic role that 

activating Fc receptors (FcRs) present on the surface of antigen presenting cells (APCs) have in 

immunomodulatory changes by our beneficial MAbs was evaluated. 

Immunization experiments were carried out in a BALB/c mouse strain lacking activating 

Fc receptors. Wild-type BALB/c and BALB/c activating FcγR targeted mutation transgenic 

mice, Fcer1g, were immunized with IC containing MAb 5-5D at a [saturating] and a [0.1x sub-

saturating] or S. mutans alone as described in the methods section. The resulting serum responses 

were then evaluated for their immunomodulatory properties by testing their ability to inhibit 

bacterial adherence, compete for S. mutans binding with biotin-labeled MAb 1-6F, and 

measuring the levels of NR21 specific IgG subclass Abs. These experiments were performed 

using activating FcγR targeted mutation transgenic mice because the three receptors known to 

bind IgG and activate an immune response, FcγRI, FcγRIII, and FcγRIV, all depend upon a 

common γ chain for signaling through an ITAM motif and this mouse lacks a functional γ chain 

(139, 140).  
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Results of adherence inhibition experiments are illustrated in Figure 3-11A. The data 

demonstrate a decrease in the ability of S. mutans whole cells to bind immobilized SAG in the 

presence of serum from both wild-type and FcR deficient (Fcer1g) BALB/c mice immunized 

with IC containing MAb 5-5D when compared to S. mutans binding in the presence of serum 

from mice receiving S. mutans alone. Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 3-11B, the serum 

from Fcer1g mice immunized with IC containing MAb 5-5D is able to compete with biotin-

labeled MAb 1-6F for S. mutans binding over the serum from S. mutans-immunized mice. Figure 

3-11C demonstrates increased levels of anti-NR21 Abs of all three IgG isotypes tested in the 

serum from MAb 5-5D IC-immunized versus the serum from bacteria only immunized Fcer1g 

mice. Taken together these results suggest immunomodulation by beneficial MAbs 6-11A, 3-

10E, and 5-5D is independent of activating FcRs on the surface of APCs. The data suggest a 

mechanism of action that is Fc-independent, but does not exclude Fc-dependence altogether. 

Role of the Fc Portion of Anti-P1 MAbs on Immunomodulation 

Despite ruling out the role of activating Fc receptors in the mechanism underlying 

beneficial immunomodulation, the role of the Fc portion of the MAb on immunomodulation still 

required evaluation to determine if Ab mediated complement fixation and subsequent uptake of 

the IC via complement receptors or uptake via inhibitory FcRs are involved in our system. In 

order to evaluate the role that the Fc portion of the anti-P1 MAbs might have in their beneficial 

immunomodulatory effects, murine immunization experiments were carried out using IC 

containing F(ab)2 fragments of MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D in place of intact MAb.  

MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D were subjected to pepsin digestion and F(ab)2 fragments were 

purified by passage over a protein A column and by use of size exclusion chromatography. The 

[saturating] and [0.1x sub-saturating] concentrations of F(ab)2 fragments and intact MAb were 

determined by dot blot. Groups of six female BALB/c mice were immunized with S. mutans 
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alone, F(ab)2-containing IC or MAb-containing IC (positive control) exactly as previous 

immunizations were carried out. The sera from each group of mice was then evaluated for 

immunomodulatory changes in adherence inhibition, MAb 1-6F competition, and levels of anti-

NR21 IgG subclass Abs as was previously tested in the sera from IC-immunized mice.  

Consistent with previous data, the sera from the mice immunized with a [saturating] of 

MAb 6-11A F(ab)2 IC and a [0.1x sub-saturating] of MAb 5-5D F(ab)2 IC demonstrated an 

increase in adherence inhibition by SPR (Figure 3-12A). The sera from the mice receiving both 

[F(ab)2] of MAb 6-11A exhibited a statistically significant increase in biotin-labeled MAb 1-6F 

competition while the sera from mice receiving IC of [0.1x sub-saturating] of MAb 5-5D F(ab)2 

was also increased in MAb 1-6F competition for S. mutans binding (Figure 3-12B). As can be 

seen in Figure 3-12C, immunization of mice with both [MAb 6-11A F(ab)2] IC resulted in 

increased levels of anti-NR21 IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b and immunization of mice with a [0.1x 

sub-saturating] of MAb 5-5D F(ab)2 IC resulted in increased levels of anti-NR21 IgG1 and 

IgG2a and, to some extent, IgG2b.  

These data exclude any involvement of the Fc portion of the MAb in beneficial 

immunomodulation by our anti-P1 MAbs. Taken together with the activating Fcer1g transgenic 

mice data and previous data which demonstrated that the beneficial MAbs were not opsonic and 

that complement fixation did not correlate with immunomodulatory characteristics (84), the data 

exclude Fc-dependence from the mechanism of immunomodulation by our beneficial MAbs.  

Re-evaluation of the Immunomodulatory Properties of MAb 4-10A 

With Fc receptors and the Fc portion of MAbs ruled out as being involved in the 

mechanism(s) of beneficial immunomodulation by MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, and 5-5D, it became 

even more likely that their mechanism of action is linked to their common epitope features. All 

three MAbs’ epitopes are significantly contributed to by an interaction of the A- and P-regions of 
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P1. However, a discrepancy in this concept existed in that another A- and P-region-dependent 

MAb had been shown to be neutral in its immunomodulatory effects. However, prozone-like 

effects have been previously observed with our anti-P1 MAbs in that the immunomodulatory 

effects of anti-P1 MAbs appear to be dependent upon the concentration of MAbs within the IC. 

To determine if A- and P-region dependent MAb 4-10A does exhibit beneficial 

immunomodulatory properties, it was re-evaluated in murine immunization experiments over a 

broader concentration range within the IC.  

Groups of six female BALB/c mice were immunized with S. mutans alone and S. mutans 

coated with MAb 4-10A (3.0 mg/ml) at a 1:2000, 1:4000, 1:8000, 1:16000, or 1:32000 dilution. 

The mice were immunized and sacrificed according to previous experimental schedules. In 

addition, small test bleeds were also taken from the mice 7 days post-primary immunization and 

these sera were also evaluated for early immunomodulatory changes.  

As can be seen in Figure 3-13A, immunization with IC of MAb 4-10A at lower 

concentrations indeed results in a serum response that is increased in its ability to inhibit 

bacterial adherence to immobilized SAG, as measured by SPR. It is also evident that a prozone-

like effect exists with MAb 4-10A in that too much or too little Ab results in non-beneficial 

outcomes. The data also demonstrate that immunization of mice with IC containing intermediate 

concentrations of MAb 4-10A also results in a response that is increased in ability to compete for 

S. mutans binding with biotin-labeled MAb 1-6F as early as seven days post-primary 

immunization (Figure 3-13B). Lastly, consistent with other results, the presence of MAb 4-10A 

at intermediate concentrations within the IC also results in an anti-NR21 response in the sera of 

immunized mice that is increased in all three IgG isotypes, again only seven days after primary 

immunization, but with IgG1 and IgG2a being the most pronounced (Figure 3-13C). 
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These data demonstrate that MAb 4-10A is immunomodulatory and that prozone-like 

effects do exist with this MAb. These results further support a mechanism of beneficial 

immunomodulation that is dependent upon commonalities among MAb epitope requirements and 

that is Fc-independent. Again, a correlation with MAb 1-6F-like Abs of certain IgG isotypes and 

increased inhibition of S. mutans adherence to immobilized SAG is suggested. Furthermore, the 

results demonstrate an early increase in serum Abs capable of competing with MAb 1-6F binding 

of S. mutans and in serum IgG subclass Abs directed towards NR21 in that these effects were 

observed only 7 days after primary immunization. 

P1 Binding by MAb 4-10A Enhances the Binding of MAb 1-6F 

With a final confirmation that all four MAbs whose epitopes involve an interaction 

between the A- and P-regions of P1 were indeed beneficial immunomodulators and that the 

serum from the mice immunized with IC containing MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, 5-5D, and 4-10A 

contains MAb 1-6F-like Abs, it seemed appropriate to examine whether any of these MAbs are 

actually enhancing the exposure of the MAb 1-6F epitope by binding of cell surface-localized 

P1. As can be seen in Figure 3-8, the MAb 1-6F epitope is normally not well exposed in the 

context of purified full-length P1. Therefore, it stands to reason that binding of P1 by beneficial 

immunomodulatory MAbs might influence the structure of the protein in some way as to 

enhance the exposure of the MAb 1-6F epitope. 

To address this question, a modification of a competition ELISA was employed. In this 

assay, S. mutans whole cells were coated onto the ELISA plate wells and two-fold dilutions of 

MAb 4-10A were added to the plate. This was followed immediately by addition of several 

dilutions of biotin-labeled MAb 1-6F and the plate was incubated at 37ºC for 1.5-2.0 hours. After 

washing, addition of Avidin-HRP, and addition of substrate, the plate was read at 450 nm and the 
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percent increase or decrease of biotin-labeled MAb 1-6F bound to S. mutans on the plate was 

determined against reference wells containing only biotin-labeled MAb 1-6F.  

As can be seen in Figure 3-14, the presence of MAb 4-10A at dilutions similar to those 

which exhibited beneficial effects in murine immunization experiments increased the binding of 

MAb 1-6F up to 150%. These data suggest that binding of an A/P-dependent anti-P1 MAb may 

alter the structure of P1 in some way as to better expose the MAb 1-6F epitope. This speculation 

is supported by previous studies which demonstrated that binding of P1 by MAb 6-11A alters the 

proteolytic digestion of cell surface-localized P1 in vitro including both elimination of as well as 

appearance of certain proteolytic fragments (156). This is suggestive of a structural perturbation 

that masks or exposes sites within the molecule. 

Evaluation of Cell-Level Immunomodulatory Changes Induced by MAb  

Previous data suggested that immunization with IC containing MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, 5-5D, 

and 4-10A could potentially result in alterations of the antigen processing and/or presentation 

pathway by causing a structural perturbation in P1 which might alter the availability of 

proteolytic sites within the molecule. The data also excluded any role of the Fc portion of the 

MAb and FcRs in the observed immunomodulatory changes. Furthermore, the ability of MAb 4-

10A to enhance the exposure of the MAb 1-6F epitope also suggests that MAb binding effects 

the native structure of P1. To determine if immunization with IC versus S. mutans alone results 

in detectable changes on a cellular level, a splenocyte proliferation assay (measured by tritiated 

thymidine incorporation) and multi-plex cytokine analysis was used. These experiments were 

undertaken in an attempt to begin to understand what is a complex cascade of downstream 

changes involving the complexities of cell-cell interactions, antigen processing and presentation, 

and cytokine effects. 
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As was discussed in the methods section of this document, BALB/c mice were immunized 

with 1X PBS, S. mutans, or IC containing MAb 4-10A (3.0 mg/ml) at a 1:8000 dilution and the 

spleens of the immunized mice were used in proliferation assays and their response to 

recombinant P1 polypeptides was measured. Serum responses of the immunized mice were 

evaluated over time prior to the mice receiving a splenectomy. Culture supernatants were also 

saved prior to addition of tritiated thymidine for cytokine analysis. The P1 polypeptides used as 

antigens in these assays are schematically represented in Figure 3-15.  

Serum Reactivity of Proliferation Assay Mice against A3VP1  

In order to determine which P1-derived polypeptide might be the most appropriate antigen 

to use in the splenocyte proliferation assays, the serum IgG reactivity of immunized mice 

towards a panel of recombinant P1 polypeptides was measured on day 26 post primary 

immunization. Serum reactivity against recombinant P1 polypeptide encoded by A3VP1 was 

found to be the most appropriate antigen based on a differential between the serum response of 

mice immunized with S. mutans and those receiving MAb 4-10A-S. mutans IC. As is shown in 

Figure 3-16A, the total IgG response towards A3VP1 in the serum of mice receiving one 

injection of IC was increased in comparison to the serum of mice receiving only one injection of 

S. mutans. Additionally, while not as notable of an increase, a similar effect was observed in the 

sera of mice receiving a second booster injection.  

To evaluate the isotype of anti-AV3P1 antibodies contained within the polyclonal serum of 

immunized mice at the time the spleens were harvested for use in splenocyte proliferation assays 

(33 days post primary immunization), serum was obtained from each mouse via cardiac puncture 

prior to removal of their spleens. The terminal serum samples were then analyzed by IgG 

subclass quantitative ELISA against recombinant P1 polypeptide AV3P1. Consistent with 

previous ELISA data, an increase in anti-AV3P1 IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b was observed in the 
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serum of mice receiving one injection of MAb 4-10A IC when compared to the serum from mice 

receiving one injection of S. mutans alone (Figure 3-16B). However, similar levels of IgG 

subclass antibodies were observed in the serum of mice receiving a secondary booster injection 

(Figure 3-16B). 

Splenocyte Proliferation Assays and Cytokine Analysis 

In order to evaluate potential immunomodulatory changes on a cellular level, tritiated 

thymidine uptake assays utilizing crude splenocytes from immunized mice and recombinant P1 

polypeptides were employed. Groups of two female BALB/c mice were immunized with PBS, S. 

mutans whole cells, or S. mutans coated with MAb 4-10A. PBS-immunized mice were injected 

once on day 0 and received a splenectomy on day 33. S. mutans and MAb 4-10A IC-immunized 

mice were either immunized on day 0 and rested until day 33 or were immunized on day 0 and 

boosted on day 13 and rested until day 33. On day 33 all spleens were harvested and duplicate 

spleens were pooled together for splenocyte extraction. One million cells were plated per well 

and recombinant A3VP1 was added at 50 µg/ml to the appropriate experimental wells. Con A 

was added at 5 µg/ml to positive control wells. Negative control wells received cells alone. The 

stimulation index values of naïve (PBS) splenocytes, splenocytes from mice receiving one 

injection of S. mutans or IC, and splenocytes receiving two injections of S. mutans or IC in 

response to AV3P1 are shown in Figure 3-17A. Consistent with the serological data from these 

mice, the splenocytes from mice receiving one immunization with IC exhibited a higher 

proliferative response to A3VP1 than those from mice receiving one immunization with S. 

mutans alone. However, it appears that boosting with IC actually decreased or eliminated the 

proliferative response towards A3VP1. At least in this specific experiment, it appears that 

boosting with IC may result in an anergic-like state as measured by this particular in vitro assay.  
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In addition to serological and proliferation data, the culture supernatants from the tritiated 

thymidine uptake assays were also analyzed for cytokine content using a multi-plex approach on 

a luminex 100 system. The supernatants were tested for interferon gamma (INF-gamma), 

interleukin 10 (IL-10), interleukin 2 (IL-2), interleukin 4 (IL-4), tumor necrosis factor alpha 

(TNF-alpha), and tumor growth factor beta (TGF-beta) isoforms 1, 2, and 3. These cytokines 

were chosen due to their known association with Ab class switching to IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b 

as well as their involvement in other areas of the immune response (42, 50, 61, 184).  

After analysis of the cytokine assay results it appears that IL-2, IL-4, and TNF-alpha were 

not altered with IC-immunization compared to S. mutans-immunization (data not shown). 

Interestingly, INF-gamma levels were increased in the supernatants of splenocytes from mice 

receiving one injection of MAb 4-10A IC versus splenocytes from mice receiving one injection 

of S. mutans alone (Figure 3-17B) and this is consistent with the observed increase in anti-

A3VP1 IgG2a in the serum of those same mice which received one immunization with MAb 4-

10A IC. Figure 3-17B also shows that a decrease in IL-10 was observed in the supernatants from 

splenocytes of mice receiving two injections of MAb 4-10A IC when compared to the 

supernatants from A3VP1 stimulated splenocytes from mice receiving two injections of uncoated 

S. mutans whole cells. These data appear to agree with the stimulation index values from those 

same splenocytes.  

The exact role of TGF-beta isoforms in the immune response and Ab isotype class 

switching to IgG2b is still unclear but it is known that this cytokine works closely with other 

cytokines in many situations. While no definite role(s) of TGF-beta 1,2,3 in immunomodulatory 

outcomes against A3VP1 can be defined by the cytokine analysis results, some noteworthy 

changes were observed (Figure 3-17C). TGF-beta isoform 1 showed a disconnect with the 
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serological data which showed an increase in anti-A3VP1 IgG2b in the serum of mice 

immunized with one injection of MAb 4-10A IC versus those receiving one immunization of S. 

mutans in that there was no observed increase in this cytokine in the supernatants of splenocytes 

from these mice stimulated with A3VP1. However, TGF-beta 2 appeared to be slightly increased 

in the supernatants of splenocytes from MAb 4-10A IC immunized mice stimulated with 

recombinant A3VP1. However, there is an absence of TGF-beta 3 isoform in the supernatants of 

splenocytes from IC-immunized mice stimulated with A3VP1 while it is present in those from S. 

mutans-immunized mice. 

In order to better evaluate the cytokine response in the supernatants of splenocytes 

stimulated in vitro with recombinant P1 polypeptides, another set of culture supernatants from 

splenocytes stimulated with P1 polypeptides were analyzed for cytokine content. In these 

experiments mice were immunized with PBS (naïve), S. mutans, or S. mutans coated with MAb 

4-10A (4-10A IC) once on day 0 and the spleens were harvested on day 7. Splenocytes were 

plated at one million cells per well and 50 µg/ml of recombinant P1 polypeptides LT1, LT2, 

LT3, or NR21 were added to their representative wells. Positive control wells received 5 µg/ml 

Con A and negative wells received cells alone. The cells were incubated with antigen for six 

days and culture supernatants were collected on day 6.  

Consistent with previous serological data from MAb 4-10A IC-immunized mice against 

NR21 which showed an increase in anti-NR21 IgG2a, INF-gamma was increased in the culture 

supernatants of splenocytes derived from MAb 4-10A IC-immunized mice stimulated in vitro 

with NR21 (Figure 3-18A). However, there was no observed increase or differences in the 

supernatants of splenocytes stimulated with LT1, LT2, or LT3. Taken together with the results of 

the cytokine analysis of supernatants from A3VP1 stimulated cells, it appears there is a 
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connection with INF-gamma production and the stimulating polypeptides in the assay which 

vary in their structural complexity resulting in part from the interaction of the discontinuous A- 

and P-regions. Figure 3-18A demonstrates that IL-10 production in response to LT3 stimulation 

is decreased in splenocytes from IC-immunized versus S. mutans-immunized mice. TGF-beta 1 

in the supernatants of splenocytes from MAb 4-10A IC-immunized mice was increased in LT2 

and LT3 stimulated cells and decreased in LT1 and NR21 stimulated cells versus splenocytes 

from S. mutans-immunized mice (Figure 3-18 B). Furthermore, the results of TGF-beta 3 (Figure 

3-18B) analysis further support the observation that TGF-beta production in splenocytes 

stimulated with recombinant polypeptides depends on protein structure in that it appears as the 

complexity of the polypeptide increases that the level of TGF-beta 3 decreases in the culture 

supernatants. 

Evaluation of Guys’s 13 Plantibody for Immunomodulatory Properties 

As discussed in the introduction, anti-P1 MAbs have been used by others as passive 

immunotherapies to decrease S. mutans colonization. In particular, Guy’s 13 and its tobacco 

plant-derived counterpart, Guy’s 13 plantibody, were shown to protect against S. mutans re-

colonization in human subjects for up to two years after their passive application to the surface of 

the teeth of study volunteers. However, the mechanism by which these passively administered 

reagents produced such long-term effects was never satisfactorily explained. One would not 

expect the effects of a passive approach such as that used in those studies to have such lasting 

effects on S. mutans re-colonization. Indeed, the results suggest that an active immunologic 

mechanism may be involved.  

Based on the results of the passive immunotherapy experiments and the fact that Guy’s 13 

and Guy’s 13 plantibody also require an interaction between the A- and P-regions for P1 

recognition, it seemed plausible that they might exhibit beneficial immunomodulatory 
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characteristics similar to those observed with our MAbs. To examine this possibility, murine 

immunization experiments using S. mutans and S. mutans coated with various concentrations 

(saturating and multiple non-saturating) of Guy’s 13 plantibody were performed. Groups of six 

female BALB/c mice were immunized in the same manner as previous experiments with PBS, 

Ab only, S. mutans only, and S. mutans coated with Guy’s 13 plantibody (2.0 mg/ml) at a 

dilution of 1:100, 1:1000, and 1:10,000. The resultant polyclonal serum response in those mice 

was then evaluated for immunomodulatory characteristics.  

The serum from mice immunized with IC containing intermediate concentrations of Guy’s 

13 plantibody versus S. mutans alone contained increased levels of anti-S. mutans total IgG and, 

as was observed in MAb 4-10A IC mice, increased levels of anti-NR21 IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b 

subclass Abs (Figure 3-19). Furthermore, the same results were observed when anti-A3VP1 IgG 

subclass Abs was measured in the serum of immunized mice (Figure 3-20). These results suggest 

that Guy’s 13 plantibody does exhibit immunomodulatory characteristics and these 

characteristics may explain the long-term effects observed in human clinical trials.  
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Figure 3-1.  Adherence inhibition by serum from MAb 5-5D IC-immunized mice. Sera from 

mice receiving S. mutans alone or IC of S. mutans coated with MAb 5-5D were tested 
for their ability to inhibit adherence of S. mutans to immobilized SAG by SPR. The 
percent inhibition of adherence was calculated and is represented by bar graph and 
High and Low Ab indicate that [saturating] and [0.1x sub-saturating] of MAb were 
used to coat S. mutans prior to immunization. The standard deviations between 
replicate experiments are denoted by error bars. The data are representative of at least 
three independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-2.  Evaluation of the minimal P1 sequences required for MAb 3-10E recognition. (A) 
Schematic representation of full-length P1 and P1 sub-clones encoding recombinant 
polypeptides CK1, CK2, and RR2. (B) Western blot reactivity of anti-P1 MAbs with 
recombinant full-length P1, CK1, CK2, and RR2. 
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Figure 3-3.  P1 sequence requirements for achievement of the MAb 3-10E epitope on the surface 
of S. mutans. Inhibition of MAb 3-10E binding to S. mutans whole cells was 
measured by competition ELISA following incubation with threefold serial dilutions 
of E. coli lysates containing P1 polypeptides RR2, CK1, CK2, or the vector-only 
controls (VC) (RR2 VC and CK1 & 2 VC). The percent inhibition was calculated as 
follows: 100- [(mean OD450 of MAb 3-10E + P1 polypeptide/mean OD450 of MAb 
3-10E alone) X100]. Standard deviations from the means are represented by error 
bars. The data are representative of a minimum of duplicate experimental wells from 
each of two independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-4.  Adherence inhibition by sera of MAb 6-11A and 5-5D IC-immunized BALB/c and 
C57/BL6 mice. BiaCore analysis of inhibition of S. mutans adherence to immobilized 
salivary agglutinin by serum from BALB/c and C57/BL6 mice immunized with ICs 
of MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D versus S. mutans alone. Binding of S. mutans to 
immobilized SAG in the presence of serum from S. mutans and IC-immunized mice 
is shown by sensor grams. High and Low Ab indicate that [saturating] and [0.1x sub-
saturating] of MAb were used to coat S. mutans prior to immunization. Positive and 
negative controls included measurement of the binding of S. mutans and a P1 
deficient S. mutans strain in the absence of serum. The data are representative of a 
minimum of three independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-5.  Anti-S. mutans whole cell IgG sub-class reactivity in the sera from immunized 
BALB/c and C57/BL6 mice. Sera from S. mutans, MAb 6-11A IC (A), and MAb 5-
5D IC (B) immunized BALB/c and C57/BL6 mice taken 7 days after primary 
immunization were evaluated for anti-S. mutans IgG sub-class reactivity by 
quantitative ELISA. High and Low Ab indicate that [saturating] and [0.1x sub-
saturating] of MAb were used to coat S. mutans prior to immunization. Anti-S. 
mutans IgG subclass concentrations were extrapolated from standard curves and are 
represented by line graphs. Standard deviations from the means are represented by 
error bars. Positive controls included binding of appropriate anti-P1 MAbs and 
negative controls included appropriate secondary only reagent wells. All assays were 
performed in duplicate wells in multiple independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-5. Continued. 
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Figure 3-6.  MAb 1-6F competition by the sera from MAb 6-11A and 5-5D IC-immunized 
BALB/c and C57/BL6 mice. Competition ELISA was used to evaluate the presence 
of MAb 1-6F-like Abs in the serum of BALB/c and C57/BL6 mice immunized with 
ICs of MAb 6-11A and 5-5D versus S. mutans alone. ELISA plate wells were coated 
with S. mutans strain NG8 whole cells and inhibition of binding of biotin-labeled 
anti-P1 MAb 1-6F was measured. High and Low Ab indicate that [saturating] and 
[0.1x sub-saturating] of MAb were used to coat S. mutans prior to immunization. 
Positive and negative controls included inhibition by unlabeled MAbs 1-6F and 4-
10A (not shown). The percent competition is depicted by bar graph and the standard 
error of the means observed between replicate wells are shown as error bars. 
Statistical significance is indicated by P values. The data are representative of at least 
three independent experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using graph pad 
prism 4.0 and analysis included one-way anova.  
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Figure 3-7.  MAb 1-6F Competition by serum from anti-P1 MAb IC-immunized BALB/c mice. 
Competition ELISA was used to evaluate the presence of MAb 1-6F-like Abs in the 
serum of BALB/c mice immunized with ICs of MAb 6-11A, 3-10E, 5-5D, 1-6F, 4-
9D, and 4-10A versus S. mutans alone. ELISA plate wells were coated with S. mutans 
strain NG8 whole cells and inhibition of binding of biotin-labeled anti-P1 MAb 1-6F 
was measured. High and Low Ab indicate that [saturating] and [0.1x sub-saturating] 
of MAb were used to coat S. mutans prior to immunization. Positive and negative 
controls included inhibition by unlabeled MAbs 1-6F and 4-10A (not shown). The 
percent competition is depicted by bar graph and the standard error of the means 
observed between replicate wells are shown as error bars. Statistical significance is 
indicated by P values. The data are representative of at least three independent 
experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using graph pad prism 4.0 and 
analysis included one-way anova. 
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Figure 3-8.  Schematic of recombinant P1 polypeptide encoded by sub-clone NR21 and MAb 
reactivity against full-length P1 and P1 polypeptide NR21. (A) schematic 
representation showing the regions of P1 contained within P1 sub-clone encoding 
recombinant polypeptide NR21. (B) Western blot analysis of anti-P1 MAb reactivity 
with recombinant full-length P1 and polypeptide NR21. Controls included reactivity 
with appropriate polyclonal anti-P1 Abs and secondary reagents only. 
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Figure 3-9.  Anti-NR21 IgG subclass reactivity in the sera from S. mutans and IC-immunized 
BALB/c mice. Sera from the S. mutans, MAb 6-11A IC, 3-10E IC, 5-5D IC, 1-6F IC, 
4-19D IC, and 4-10A IC-immunized mice were evaluated for the presence of NR21-
specific IgG1 (A) , IgG2a (B), and IgG2b (C) subclass Abs by quantitative ELISA. 
Anti-NR21 isotype concentrations were extrapolated from standard curves. The 
means of duplicate wells at each serum dilution are represented by line graph and 
standard deviations are depicted by error bars. High and Low Ab indicate that 
[saturating] and [0.1x sub-saturating] of MAb were used to coat S. mutans prior to 
immunization. Positive controls included binding of appropriate anti-P1 MAbs and 
negative controls included appropriate secondary only reagent wells. The data are 
representative of at least three independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-9.  Continued. 
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Figure 3-9.  Continued. 
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Figure 3-10.  Western blot analysis of anti-NR21 IgG subclass reactivity in the sera from S. 
mutans and MAb 5-5D IC-immunized mice. Reactivity of serum from individual 
mice immunized with S. mutans (n=5) [lanes 1-5], IC containing a [saturating] of 
MAb 5-5D (n=6) [lanes 6-11] and a [0.1x sub-saturating] of MAb 5-5D (n=6) [lanes 
12-17] was measured by Western blot against purified recombinant polypeptide 
NR21. Ab subclass was measured by anti-IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b secondary 
reagents. Negative controls included use of appropriate secondary reagent only strips 
(lane 18) and positive controls (not shown) included reactivity with appropriate anti-
P1 MAbs.  
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Figure 3-11.  Evaluation of the role of Fc receptors in beneficial immunomodulation by anti-P1 
MAbs. Adherence inhibition, MAb 1-6F competition, and Anti-NR21 sub-class 
reactivity by the sera of IC-immunized Fcer1g transgenic mice. High and Low Ab 
indicate that [saturating] and [0.1x sub-saturating] of MAb were used to coat S. 
mutans prior to immunization. (A) BiaCore analysis of inhibition of S. mutans 
adherence to SAG by serum from wild-type BALB/c and Fcer1g transgenic mice 
immunized with ICs of MAb 5-5D versus S. mutans alone. (B) MAb 1-6F 
competition ELISA using the serum from S. mutans and MAb 5-5D IC-immunized 
Fcer1g transgenic mice. (C) Quantitative anti-NR21 IgG subclass ELISA using the 
serum from S. mutans and MAb 5-5D IC-immunized Fcer1g transgenic mice. Sera 
from S. mutans and 5-5D IC-immunized Fcer1g knock-out mice were evaluated for 
the presence of NR21-specific IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b subclass Abs. Anti-NR21 
isotype concentrations were extrapolated from standard curves. Positive controls 
included binding of appropriate anti-P1 MAbs and negative controls included 
appropriate secondary only reagent wells. The means of duplicate wells at each serum 
dilution are represented by line graph and standard deviations are depicted by error 
bars. The data are representative of at least three independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-12.  Evaluation of the role of the Fc portion of anti-P1 MAbs on beneficial 
immunomodulation. Adherence inhibition, MAb 1-6F competition, and NR21 
reactivity by sera of F(ab)2 IC-immunized mice. High and Low Ab indicate that 
[saturating] and [0.1x sub-saturating] of MAb or F(ab)2 were used to coat S. mutans 
prior to immunization. (A) BiaCore analysis of Inhibition of S. mutans adherence to 
salivary agglutinin via the serum of BALB/c mice immunized with ICs of MAb 6-
11A F(ab)2 and MAb 5-5D F(ab)2 versus S. mutans alone. (B) MAb 1-6F competition 
ELISA using the serum of BALB/c mice immunized with ICs of MAb 6-11A F(ab)2 
and MAb 5-5D F(ab)2 versus S. mutans alone. ELISA plate wells were coated with S. 
mutans strain NG8 whole cells and inhibition of binding of biotin-labeled anti-P1 
MAb 1-6F was measured. Positive and negative controls included inhibition by 
unlabeled MAbs 1-6F and 4-10A (not shown). The percent competition is depicted by 
bar graph and the standard error of the means observed between replicate wells are 
shown as error bars. Statistical significance is indicated by P values. The data are 
representative of at least three independent experiments. Statistical analysis was 
performed using graph pad prism 4.0 and analysis included one-way anova (C) 
Quantitative anti-NR21 IgG sub-class ELISA. Sera from S. mutans, MAb 6-11A 
F(ab)2 , and MAb 5-5D F(ab)2 immunized mice were evaluated for the presence of 
NR21-specific IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b subclass Abs. Anti-NR21 isotype 
concentrations were extrapolated from standard curves. Positive controls included 
binding of appropriate anti-P1 MAbs and negative controls included appropriate 
secondary only reagent wells. The means of duplicate wells at each serum dilution are 
represented by line graph and standard deviations are depicted by error bars. The data 
are representative of at least three independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-12.  Continued. 
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Figure 3-13.  Re-evaluation of the immunomodulatory properties of MAb 4-10A. Adherence 
inhibition, MAb 1-6F competition, and anti-NR21 IgG quantitative ELISA using sera 
from MAb 4-10A IC-immunized mice. The x-axis of all graphs are labeled with the 
dilutions of MAb 4-10A present within the IC used to immunize mice. (A) BiaCore 
analysis of Inhibition of S. mutans adherence to salivary agglutinin via the terminal 
serum of BALB/c mice immunized with ICs of MAb 4-10A at a 1:2000 to 1:32000 
dilution and S. mutans alone. (B) MAb 1-6F competition ELISA using the serum (7-
day bleeds) of BALB/c mice immunized with ICs of MAb 4-10A dilutions versus S. 
mutans alone. ELISA plate wells were coated with S. mutans strain NG8 whole cells 
and inhibition of binding of biotin-labeled anti-P1 MAb 1-6F was measured. Positive 
and negative controls included inhibition by unlabeled MAbs 1-6F and 4-10A (not 
shown). The percent competition is depicted by bar graph and the standard error of 
the means observed between replicate wells are shown as error bars. Statistical 
significance is indicated by P values. (C) Quantitative anti-NR21 IgG subclass 
ELISA. Sera (7-day bleeds) from S. mutans and MAb 4-10A IC-immunized mice 
were evaluated for the presence of NR21-specific IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b subclass 
Abs. Anti-NR21 isotype concentrations were extrapolated from standard curves. 
Positive controls included binding of appropriate anti-P1 MAbs and negative controls 
included appropriate secondary only reagent wells. The means of duplicate wells are 
represented by bar graph and standard deviations are depicted by error bars. 
Statistical significance is indicated by P values. The data are representative of at least 
three independent experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using graph pad 
prism 4.0 and analysis included one-way anova. 
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Figure 3-14.  MAb 4-10A enhances the exposure of the MAb 1-6F epitope. MAb 4-10A 
enhancement of MAb 1-6F binding to S. mutans whole cells by ELISA. Two-fold 
serial dilutions of  MAb 4-10A were added to ELISA wells coated with S. mutans 
whole cells immediately followed by the addition of biotin labeled MAb 1-6F. The 
resulting level of MAb 1-6F bound to P1 on the surface of S. mutans whole cells in 
the presence of MAb 4-10A was then measured. The percent increase or decrease of 
biotin labeled MAb 1-6F binding was calculated and the percent change in S. mutans 
binding by biotin labeled MAb 1-6F at each dilution of MAb 4-10A is represented by 
bar graph. Positive and negative controls included direct MAb 1-6F binding, 
unlabeled MAb 1-6F, and secondary reagent only wells. The data are representative 
of multiple independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-15.  Schematic representation of recombinant polypeptides encoded by P1 subclones 
used in proliferation assays. 
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Figure 3-16.  Serum reactivity of immunized mice used in splenocyte proliferation assays against 
recombinant P1 polypeptide A3VP1. (A) Total anti-A3VP1 IgG in the serum from S. 
mutans immunized mice and 4-10A IC-immunized mice and comparison between 
mice receiving one versus two injections. The OD 450 nm at each serum dilution is 
represented by line graph and the standard deviations between replicate wells are 
depicted by error bars. (B) Anti-A3VP1 quantitative subclass ELISA on the serum 
from S. mutans and MAb 4-10A IC-immunized mice receiving either one or two 
injections. Serum was taken the same day the spleens were excised for proliferation 
assay and evaluated for the presence of A3VP1-specific IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b 
subclass Abs. Anti-A3VP1 isotype concentrations were extrapolated from standard 
curves. Positive controls included binding of appropriate anti-P1 MAbs and negative 
controls included appropriate secondary only reagent wells. The means of duplicate 
wells at each serum dilution are represented by line graph and standard deviations are 
depicted by error bars. The data are representative of multiple independent 
experiments. 
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Figure 3-16.  Continued. 
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Figure 3-17.  Tritiated thymidine uptake and cytokine production by splenocytes from 
immunized mice stimulated in vitro with recombinant P1 polypeptide A3VP1. (A) 
Splenocytes from mice immunized with PBS (naïve), S. mutans, or MAb 4-10A IC 
either once (1X) or twice (2X) were stimulated in vitro with polypeptide A3VP1 and 
tritiated thymidine uptake was measured. Stimulation index values were determined 
by dividing the cpm of stimulated cells by the cpm of unstimulated cells and are 
represented by bar graph. Con A stimulated cells (not shown) were included as a 
positive control in the assay. The data are representative of triplicate experiments. (B) 
Measurement of INF-gamma and IL-10 production in the culture supernatants of 
splenocytes from S. mutans and MAb 4-10A IC immunized mice stimulated in vitro 
with recombinant P1 polypeptide A3VP1. (C) Measurement of acid activated TGF-
beta isoforms 1, 2, and 3 in the culture supernatants of splenocytes from S. mutans 
and MAb 4-10A IC immunized mice stimulated in vitro with recombinant P1 
polypeptide A3VP1. The x-axis of the graphs are labeled with the immunizing source 
of the splenocytes and the P1 polypeptide used to stimulate the cells in vitro. Black 
bars represent cytokine levels from unstimulated cells and rust colored bars represent 
cytokine levels from stimulated cells. Cytokine analysis was performed using multi-
plex bead assays on a luminex 100 system. Each measured value is a result of the 
average of a minimum of 50 data points from duplicate experiments (100 total) 
extrapolated from internal standard curves. 
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Figure 3-17.  Continued. 
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Figure 3-17.  Continued. 
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Figure 3-18.  Evaluation of cytokine production in the culture supernatants of splenocytes from 
immunized mice stimulated in vitro with a panel of recombinant P1 polypeptides. (A) 
Measurement of INF-gamma and IL-2 production in the culture supernatants of 
splenocytes S. mutans and MAb 4-10A IC immunized mice stimulated in vitro with 
recombinant P1 polypeptides LT1, LT2, LT3, and NR21. (B) Measurement of acid 
activated TGF-beta isoforms 1, 2, and 3 in the culture supernatants of splenocytes 
from PBS, S. mutans, and MAb 4-10A IC immunized mice stimulated in vitro with 
recombinant P1 polypeptides LT1, LT2, LT3, and NR21. The x-axis of the graphs are 
labeled with the immunizing source of the splenocytes and the P1 polypeptide used to 
stimulate the cells in vitro. Black bars represent cytokine levels from unstimulated 
cells and colored bars represent cytokine levels from stimulated cells. Cytokine 
analysis was performed using multi-plex bead assays on a luminex 100 system. Each 
measured value is a result of the average of a minimum of 50 data points from 
duplicate experiments (100 total) extrapolated from internal standard curves. 
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Figure 3-18.  Continued. 
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Figure 3-19.  Total anti-S. mutans IgG and anti-NR21 IgG subclass reactivity in the serum from 
mice immunized with S. mutans and Guy’s 13 plantibody IC. Mice were immunized 
as described in the methods section and terminal serum samples from each group 
were tested for total anti-S. mutans IgG content by standard ELISA and anti-NR21 
IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b subclass Abs by quantitative ELISA. The numbers next to 
IC in the legends of the graphs represent the dilution of Guy’s 13 plantibody used to 
coat the bacterial cells prior to immunization. Anti-NR21 isotype concentrations were 
extrapolated from standard curves. The means of duplicate wells at each serum 
dilution are represented by line graph and standard deviations are depicted by error 
bars. Positive controls included binding of appropriate anti-P1 MAbs and negative 
controls included appropriate secondary only reagent wells. The data are 
representative of at least three independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-20.  Anti-A3VP1 IgG subclass reactivity in the serum from mice immunized with S. 
mutans and Guy’s 13 plantibody IC. Mice were immunized as described in the 
methods section and terminal serum samples from each group were tested for anti-
A3VP1 IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b subclass Abs by quantitative ELISA. Anti-A3VP1 
isotype concentrations were extrapolated from standard curves. The numbers next to 
IC in the legends of the graphs represent the dilution of Guy’s 13 plantibody used to 
coat the bacterial cells prior to immunization. Means of duplicate wells at each serum 
dilution are represented by line graph and standard deviations are depicted by error 
bars. Positive controls included binding of appropriate anti-P1 MAbs and negative 
controls included appropriate secondary only reagent wells. The data are 
representative of at least three independent experiments. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Overview 

Advances in dental care and caries prevention have reduced the incidence of caries in 

developed countries but the incidence of caries worldwide has remained unchanged for the past 

two plus decades (147). This widespread infectious disease is still prevalent in the U.S. and 

elsewhere, especially among people of low socioeconomic status and education levels who do 

not have access to dental care (53, 149, 203). In developing countries the situation is even worse 

with an almost complete lack of dental care. 

Due to the persistence of caries in the human population, despite currently available 

prophylactic measures and treatments, an increased understanding of the correlates of protection 

and/or targets of protective immunity against S. mutans is needed. A better understanding of 

these factors would lead to more effective preventative measures and may overcome the current 

lack of resources that is hindering caries prevention and treatment. 

It was shown over forty years ago that the bacterial species that is the primary etiologic 

agent of dental caries in humans is S. mutans (71, 111). Since that time, a large number of studies 

have been undertaken in order to understand the factors involved in the virulence of this 

organism. The majority of these studies have focused on glucosyltransferases (GTFs), glucan 

binding proteins (GBPs), and antigen P1 (69, 131, 181, 182, 222). The virulence factor and 

vaccine candidate that was the focus of this study is the surface protein of S. mutans called Ag 

I/II (160) or P1 (56). P1 is a member of a family of structurally complex cell-surface anchored 

multi-functional adhesins. Almost all species of oral streptococci indigenous to the human oral 

cavity produce P1-like polypeptides. P1 and P1-like polypeptides mediate interactions with 
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salivary constituents, host cell matrix proteins such as fibronectin, fibrinogen, collagen, and other 

oral bacteria (7, 86, 100).  

It is widely accepted that P1 functions on the cell surface in mediating adherence of S. 

mutans to the acquired pellicle of the tooth via a large molecular weight glycoprotein found in 

saliva, gp340 (22, 96, 106, 136). The interaction of P1 with salivary components has been shown 

to be complex (65) and different regions of P1 have been shown to be involved in its interaction 

with human salivary agglutinin depending on whether it is in fluid-phase or immobilized on a 

surface (22). Binding to immobilized agglutinin has been demonstrated by Scatchard plot 

analysis to involve two binding sites (65). P1 interacts with both fluid-phase and immobilized 

SAG, but it is its interaction with immobilized SAG that is believed to contribute to pathogenesis 

and cariogenicity. 

The oral cavity and systemic circulation of humans has been shown to contain Abs against 

numerous oral microorganisms, including S. mutans (129, 131). Not only are IgA1 and IgA2 

found in the oral cavity, but IgG and IgM are also detectable in human saliva, most likely via 

transudation through the gingival crevice (52). In one study serum antibodies to Ag I/II and S. 

mutans whole cells were examined in 108 subjects and the relationship to dental caries of 

isotype-specific antibodies to both antigens was determined (40). The results of this study 

demonstrated that serum IgG antibodies to Ag I/II and S. mutans were significantly greater in 

subjects with a low caries history than in subjects with a history of high caries. Furthermore, it 

was shown that serum IgM antibodies to Ag I/II and not S. mutans whole cells were correlated 

with a low incidence of caries while IgA antibodies against either antigen were not related to 

caries incidence. Additionally Tenovuo, et. al reported that high affinity serum IgG against S. 

mutans whole cells correlated with an absence of mutans streptococci in dental plaque (193). 
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Gregory et al. reported the importance of the specificity of the response with regard to 

caries sensitivity by showing that caries-susceptible individuals have significantly higher levels 

of salivary antibodies against S. mutans native antigens (63). In a subsequent study, Gregory et 

al. demonstrated that caries susceptibility correlated with higher Ab responses to S. mutans 

coated with saliva or altered by acid rather than to native S. mutans antigens (62). Another study 

reported that caries susceptible subjects had high levels of anti-Ag I/II salivary IgA against S. 

sanguis and S. sobrinus (80). However, Bratthall et al. showed that the relationship between 

salivary IgA and dental caries is complex in that low caries children had a less diverse reactivity 

to S. mutans and S. sobrinus antigens Ags while high caries children mounted a more diverse 

salivary IgA response (25). Taken together, the results of multiple studies indicate that much 

remains to be learned about the most relevant features of protective antibodies against dental 

caries, but specificity and isotype are clearly important factors. 

Even though humoral immunity against human dental caries has been reported for many 

years, S. mutans and many other pathogens are often able to persist in the presence of an immune 

response. As stated above, a definitive correlate of protection against caries at the epitope level 

has yet to be fully identified. Immunomodulation by exogenously added MAb represents an 

often overlooked method of improving the efficacy of the immune response against a pathogen 

by shifting the response towards more protective and potentially sub-dominant targets of 

protection. The overall goal of this study was to further define MAb-mediated changes in 

antibody specificity and isotype and to gain an understanding of the mechanism(s) by which anti-

P1 MAbs modulate and improve the efficacy of the resultant immune response when they are 

administered as part of an IC in a BALB/c host. 
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Anti-P1 MAb 3-10E Recognizes a Complex Native-like P1 Structure 

Previously, the binding sites of 11 anti-P1 MAbs were approximated based on reactivity 

with full-length and truncated P1 polypeptides (21, 47, 127, 155). MAbs 6-11A, 4-10A, and 5-

5D all recognize epitopes dependent on the presence of both the A- and P-regions, while 3-10E 

requires the P-region with binding substantially diminished in the absence of the A-region (20, 

166). The A- and P-regions of P1 interact and contribute to the formation of complex 

discontinuous and/or conformational epitopes (20, 155, 166, 199) and binding of this family of 

MAbs is reconstituted to varying degrees upon interaction of the isolated A- and P-regions or 

longer P1 polypeptides including these domains. The segment immediately upstream of the A-

region (a.a. 84-186) also contributes to the epitopes recognized by MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D and is 

requisite for recognition by MAb 3-10E (127, 155). All three of these MAbs promote beneficial 

immune responses (23, 84, 144, 156). In contrast, MAbs 4-9D and 1-6F promote the formation 

of antibodies less inhibitory of adherence when administered as part of an IC (144) and their 

cognate epitopes are contributed to by sequences contained in the intervening region between the 

A- and P-regions (127).  

Based on reactivity with full-length recombinant P1 and lack of reactivity with 

recombinant P1 polypeptides CK1 and CK2, it was discovered that sequence C-terminal to the P-

region of P1 also contributes to the epitope recognized by MAb 3-10E (127). In the current 

study, a P1 sub-clone RR2 which encodes a recombinant polypeptide spanning amino acids 84-

1218 was constructed in order to identify the primary amino acid sequence of P1 necessary to 

achieve the epitope recognized by MAb 3-10E. Polypeptide RR2 but no other P1 fragments 

tested was recognized by MAb 3-10E. Indeed, MAb 3-10E demonstrates the most complex 

epitope requirements in terms of intramolecular interactions between discontinuous segments of 

P1 of all the beneficial immunomodulatory MAbs studied to date. Results of a MAb 3-10E 
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competition ELISA using RR2, CK1, and CK2 suggest that P1 polypeptide RR2 achieves a more 

complete and native-like structure than shorter polypeptides lacking sequence amino-terminal to 

the A-region and C-terminal to the P-region. 

Immunomodulation by Anti-P1 MAbs 

Previous studies revealed that mucosal immunization of BALB/c mice with S. mutans 

coated with MAb 6-11A results in changes in the amount, isotype distribution, and specificity of 

serum antibodies compared with mice immunized with bacteria alone (23). Prior work in our 

laboratory demonstrated that changes in antibody specificity in the serum of MAb 6-11A IC-

immunized mice were associated with changes in biological activity and suggested that the 

targets of biologically relevant antibodies involve complex epitopes not reconstituted by linear 

sequences of P1 (156). More recent studies demonstrated that parenteral immunization of 

BALB/c mice with IC consisting of S. mutans coated with other anti-P1 MAbs also results in 

alterations of the polyclonal immune response in the serum of those mice when compared to the 

serum of mice immunized with S. mutans alone. When used as part of an IC to immunize mice, 

MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, and 5-5D were shown to redirect the serum response toward one of 

increased ability to inhibit S. mutans adherence to immobilized SAG, as measured by SPR, while 

MAbs 1-6F and 4-9D redirected the serum response toward a decreased ability to inhibit 

adherence (84, 144). Oli, et al. also demonstrated that MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, 1-6F, 4-9D, and 4-

10A influenced murine anti-P1 serum antibody responses in terms of subclass distribution and/or 

specificity but that the effects differed based on which MAb was used and the concentration of 

the MAb used within the IC (144). Furthermore, this same study revealed an inverse relationship 

between the ability of the MAbs to inhibit adherence and the ability of the MAbs to promote the 

formation of a serum Ab response better able to inhibit adherence. In addition, statistically 
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significant correlations were demonstrated between the levels of anti-P1 serum IgG2a and IgG2b 

and the ability of sera from immunized animals to inhibit bacterial adherence.  

Results of the current study revealed that not only are MAbs 6-11A, 5-5D, and 3-10E 

beneficial immunomodulators, but that MAb 4-10A also exhibits beneficial rather than neutral 

immunomodulatory characteristics. However, the ability of MAb 4-10A to modulate the immune 

response toward one of increased efficacy is strongly dependent upon the concentration of MAb 

used to coat the bacterial cells. The sera from MAb 6-11A, 5-5D, and 3-10E IC-immunized mice 

and, subsequently MAb 4-10A IC-immunized mice were shown to exhibit a change in specificity 

towards MAb 1-6F-like epitopes and those sera were increased in IgG2a and/or IgG2b subclass 

Abs, the isotypes previously linked with enhanced adherence inhibition (144). Overall the 

current data are consistent with earlier studies by our laboratory with the exception that MAb 4-

10A is itself an inhibitor of adherence. The ability of MAb 4-10A to inhibit S. mutans adherence 

to immobilized SAG is speculated to be due to steric effects as this MAb does not bind to the 

region of P1 that is now suspected to contribute to binding of SAG or that is recognized by the 

adherence inhibiting MAbs 4-9D and 1-6F, although these epitopes likely lie in close proximity 

in the folded structure.  

Beneficial Immunomodulation is Dependent on the Genetic Background of the Host 

An epitope scanning approach evaluating T cell and linear B cell epitopes revealed that the 

response to P1 varied depending on the MHC II haplotype of the murine host (191). This study 

revealed that subcutaneous immunization of mice carrying the MHC class II I-Ad gene with a 

peptide corresponding to amino acids 301 to 319 induced strong serum IgG responses to 

recombinant P1 (rP1) and the peptide itself. Immunization of mice carrying the haplotype k or b 

of the H-2 I-A gene with the same peptide induced intermediate serum IgG responses to rP1 and 

the immunizing peptide whereas, mice carrying the haplotype s or q of the H-2 I-A gene 
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mounted a weak serum IgG responses to rP1 and the 301-319 peptide. Furthermore, the authors 

mapped antigenic epitopes in the P1 301-319 peptide and P1 in mice bearing different H-2 

haplotypes by using 10 overlapping decapeptides covering P1 residues 301-319 and 153 

decapeptides covering the entire mature P1 protein and demonstrated that antigenic epitope 

patterns differed in mice with different H-2 haplotypes. 

The beneficial effects of MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, 5-5D, and 4-10A appear to relate to a 

common epitope requirement that depends upon an interaction of the discontinuous A- and P-

regions of P1. If, as suggested by changes in the specificity of the subsequent immune response, 

these MAbs act in some way as to expose different epitopes that provide better targets of 

protective antibodies, one would predict the immunomodulatory effect to vary depending on the 

MHC II haplotype and genetic background of the host. Any perturbation of P1 structure would 

be expected to lead to changes in antigen processing and presentation, the subset of stimulated T 

helper cells, and the ultimate B cell response. A study evaluating naturally sensitized caries-

resistant compared to caries-sensitive human subjects revealed a correlation to an S. mutans Ag 

I/II T cell epitope, despite protection against caries being antibody rather than cell-mediated. 

(93). In this study no correlation was found between caries levels and B cell epitopes; however, 

only antibody responses against simple linear epitopes were evaluated. Presumably, in caries-

resistant individuals a more effective antibody response against more complex and relevant 

epitopes was facilitated by the particular helper T cell specificity identified in the study. 

The stimulation of particular T cell subsets is remarkably dependent on minor alterations in 

an Ag. Alteration of a single amino acid residue within tetanus toxin C fragment has been shown 

to substantially alter antigen processing and lead to changes in presentation of numerous T cell 

epitopes (4). Ab can also influence the processing and presentation by MHC Class II of the 
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processed Ag with a subsequent alteration in the adaptive T helper cell response (134, 173, 205, 

206). In fact, it has been shown that binding of tetanus toxin by antibodies dramatically affects 

the proteolytic processing of the Ag and protects or footprints specific domains of the antigen 

during processing which results in modulation of loading of class II MHC-restricted T cell 

epitopes (205). Furthermore, processing and class II MHC loading of some T cell epitopes within 

the footprinted region was hindered but presentation of other T cell epitopes were boosted. Our 

immunomodulatory MAb 6-11A has been shown to alter the proteolytic sensitivity of P1 on the 

bacterial cell surface in vitro with more complete and rapid digestion upon treatment with a 

variety of proteases suggesting destabilization of P1 structure upon Ab binding (156). 

The current study tested and confirmed the importance of host genetic background in 

beneficial immunomodulation by anti-P1 MAbs. Serum from BALB/c mice immunized with IC 

of MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D both demonstrated an increased ability to inhibit bacterial adherence 

compared to the serum from S. mutans-immunized BALB/c, but the serum from IC-immunized 

C57BL/6 mice was not increased in its ability to disrupt bacterial adherence to immobilized 

SAG. The kinetics and isotype distribution of the anti-S. mutans response was evaluated in both 

strains of mice. Results revealed that IC-immunization in BALB/c, but not C57BL/6, mice 

results in an early rise (7 days post-primary immunization) in anti-S. mutans IgG1, IgG2a, and/or 

IgG2b. Lastly, changes in the specificity of the anti-P1 response were observed in the serum 

from IC-immunized BALB/c mice in that these sera demonstrated an increased ability to 

compete for S. mutans binding with a MAb known to be an inhibitor of adherence, 1-6F. 

However, biotin labeled MAb 1-6F competition was not observed in the serum from IC-

immunized C57BL/6 mice. These results demonstrate the genetic background of the host 

contributes in large part to the beneficial outcome defined in BALB/c mice resulting from 
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immunization with IC containing immunomodulatory anti-P1 MAbs and is consistent with the 

hypothesis that serological changes stem from changes in antigen processing and subsequent 

presentation of different peptides by MHC II molecules. 

Beneficial Immunomodulation is Fc-Independent 

The immune response toward an antigen varies when it is encountered in the context of an 

IC versus the antigen alone (18). There are several known mechanisms by which antibody can 

modulate the host immune response when it is bound to its specific Ag as part of an IC. 

Alterations of the host immune response can stem broadly from Fc-dependent and Fc-

independent mechanisms. However, these mechanisms are not necessarily mutually exclusive 

and could well overlap. Fc-dependent mechanisms include increased uptake by antigen 

presenting cells via FcRs and/or differential engagement of stimulatory versus inhibitory FcR on 

antigen presenting cells (59, 75, 78, 102, 122, 174, 211). Additionally, Ab-mediated complement 

activation with subsequent uptake of Ag via complement receptors can be considered an Fc-

dependent mechanism (78, 83, 102, 120, 190). Fc-independent mechanisms include, for example, 

Ab masking of dominant antigenic epitopes, exposure of cryptic epitopes revealed upon Ab 

binding, and/or changes in proteolysis which leads to changes in Ag presentation (2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 

12, 97, 110, 120, 122, 173, 205). 

Recent studies in our laboratory showed that neither opsonophagocytosis nor complement 

activation is directly involved in the immunomodulatory mechanism of those anti-P1 MAbs that 

redirect the response toward one of increased efficacy (84). Even though IgG1 has been reported 

to be a non-complement activating isotype in mice, exceptions can be found and binding of 

MAbs 5-5D and 1-6F to S. mutans cells in the presence of complement resulted in C3 deposition 

on the bacteria. However, there was no obvious parallel of complement activation with observed 

immunomodulatory effects. Interestingly, an inverse correlation between adherence inhibition 
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and opsonization was observed with beneficial immunomodulatory MAbs 6-11A, 5-5D, and 3-

10E being non-opsonic and adherence inhibiting MAbs 4-9D, 1-6F, and 4-10A promoting 

bacterial uptake and killing by a macrophage cell line.  

Results of the current study demonstrate that beneficial immunomodulation by anti-P1 

MAbs is independent of activating FcRs. Immunization of Fcer1g transgenic BALB/c mice with 

IC containing MAb 5-5D resulted in the same immunomodulatory outcomes as those observed in 

IC-immunized wild-type BALB/c. Demonstrated changes in the serum of IC-immunized mice 

versus S. mutans-immunized mice included an increased ability to inhibit bacterial adherence, 

increased competition with MAb 1-6F, and increased levels anti-NR21 IgG subclass Abs. 

Numerous studies have suggested that Fc-mediated mechanisms may be the predominant way 

that Ab modulates the immune response (60, 75, 78). Although Fc-dependent pathways have 

been presumed to represent the major mechanism of antibody-mediated modulation of the 

immune response, the results of studies by our laboratory suggest that this is not always the case.  

Results of the current study further substantiate that complement activation and/or Fc 

receptors are not the primary mechanism of beneficial immunomodulation by anti-P1 MAbs in 

that the Fc region of the MAb is not required to mediate the effects. Immunization experiments 

carried out using pepsin-digested F(ab)2 fragments of MAbs 6-11A and 5-5D in place of intact 

IgG in the IC revealed that the serum from F(ab)2-immunized mice exhibited parallel 

immunomodulatory changes as those observed with immunization of IC containing whole IgG. 

Sera of F(ab)2 IC-immunized mice versus S. mutans-immunized mice demonstrated an increased 

ability to inhibit bacterial adherence, increased competition with MAb 1-6F, and increased levels 

anti-NR21 IgG subclass Abs. Taken together with the results of the study by Isoda, et al. (84), 
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the findings of the current study demonstrate independence of direct effects of the Fc portion of 

the MAb and FcRs on beneficial immunomodulation by anti-P1 MAbs.  

Enhanced Epitope Exposure Explains Beneficial Immunomodulation 

With Fc-dependence ruled out as being involved in beneficial immunomodulation, it is 

apparent that a common denominator among the anti-P1 MAbs that promote a desirable 

adherence inhibiting antibody response is shared features of their cognate epitopes. MAbs 6-

11A, 5-5D, 3-10E, and 4-10A recognize complex conformational determinants involving an 

interaction between the discontinuous A- and P-regions and/or segments flanking these domains. 

This implies that the mechanism responsible for their redirection of the immune response 

involves the nature of the Ag-Ab interaction itself and requires binding that is dependent on 

structural features of the adhesin. P1 binding by three of the four A/P-dependent MAbs (6-11A, 

5-5D, and 3-10E) also involves a contribution of pre-A region sequence (amino acids 84-190). 

Elimination of this region substantially increases the binding of the adherence inhibiting MAb 1-

6F even though MAb 1-6F maps to the intervening region between the A- and P-regions (amino 

acids 465-679) (127). Crystallographic information suggests this segment forms a domain that is 

spatially separated by at least 155 angstroms from sequence N-terminal to the A-region (103).  

A schematic representation of the A3VP1 polypeptide (Figure 3-15) based on its solved 

crystal structure is shown in Figure 4-1, panel A. The protein structure revealed an association of 

the first tandem repeat of the proline-rich domain forming an unusually long single polyproline 

type II helix wrapped with the third tandem repeat of the alanine-rich domain as an extended 

alpha-helix. The interaction was shown to be mediated primarily through hydrophobic 

interactions and isothermal titration calorimetric studies showed both high binding affinity and 

high enthalpy changes and a stable 1:1 complex. This is consistent with previous results from our 

laboratory (166) that demonstrated a 1:1 stoichiometry of the A-region and P-region interaction. 
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It is speculated but currently unclear whether the interaction of the complete A-region with 

the complete P-region would form a single extended helix. It appears likely from epitope 

mapping experiments using additivity ELISA (127) and experiments in the current study with 

RR2 that pre-A-region sequence interacts with post-P-region sequence to form the cognate 

epitope of MAb 3-10E. Based on this information and binding characteristics of other anti-P1 

MAbs a model of the structure of cell surface localized P1 is proposed (Figure 4-1, panel B). In 

this model the adherence inhibiting MAbs 4-9D and 1-6F bind on one side of the extended helix 

while MAbs 5-5D, 6-11A, and 3-10E that do not inhibit adherence bind on the other. Guy’s 13 

and MAb 4-10A are both known to be fully reconstituted by an interaction of the isolated A- and 

P-regions without a contribution of flanking sequence (127, 199). The consensus sequence of 

residues reported to contribute to the Guy’s 13 epitope is repeated multiple times throughout the 

P-region (200). Work in our laboratory has identified that MAb 4-10A binding is reconstituted 

when a single proline-rich repeat is reintroduced into a P-region-deletion construct of P1 (48). 

Therefore, it is believed that MAb 4-10A also recognizes a repeated epitope. Hence, Guy’s 13 

and 4-10A are illustrated as binding at multiple sites along the helical structure formed by the 

interacting A- and P-regions. 

Binding of  immunomodulatory MAbs 6-11A, 5-5D, and 3-10E may act to influence P1 

structure and expose the 1-6F epitope in a manner similar to removal of pre-A-region sequence 

(127). A relationship exists between the ability of serum from mice immunized with ICs 

containing MAbs 6-11A, 5-5D, 3-10E, and 4-10A to compete with biotin-labeled MAb 1-6F for 

binding to S. mutans, with the presence of anti-NR21 specific IgG1, IgG2a and/or IgG2b, and to 

inhibit bacterial adherence to immobilized SAG. The induction of anti-NR21 Abs of the IgG2a 
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and IgG2b subclass is consistent with the previously observed statistical correlation of adherence 

inhibition and anti-P1 serum IgG2a and IgG2b (144).  

Collectively, these data suggest that binding of beneficial immunomodulatory MAbs, or 

structural disruption of key elements of their epitopes, increases the antigenicity and 

immunogenicity of other epitopes that are more relevant targets of protective antibodies. Western 

blot data (Figure 3-8) demonstrates that certain epitopes may be more or less accessible within 

the context of the whole molecule. The most convincing evidence that immunomodulation is 

linked to a structural perturbation of P1 on the cell surface is that MAb 4-10A increases the 

binding of biotin-labeled MAb 1-6F to S. mutans whole cells at the same dilutions shown to 

promote MAb 1-6F-like responses in the serum of IC-immunized mice. 

Immunomodulatory MAbs Affect the Kinetics of the Anti-S. mutans Immune Response 

For most of the immunomodulation experiments with anti-P1 MAbs, serum samples were 

collected only at the termination of the experiments. Based on the interesting findings of 

alterations in the relative levels of different IgG subclasses in terminal bleeds reactive with S. 

mutans and later with particular P1-derived polypeptides which was suggestive of an influence 

on Ab class switching, as well as published reports that immunization with an IC can promote 

germinal center formation (78, 88, 94, 99, 152, 188), an interest developed in whether the 

presence of anti-P1 MAbs in the IC used for immunization affected the kinetics of the 

subsequent humoral immune response. Therefore, collection of interim serum samples at 7 days 

post-primary immunization was begun in order to asses the kinetics of the response in 

immunized mice, although volumes of these samples were limited and a full battery of 

experiments was not possible.  

Primary immunization (one injection) with IC containing MAb 6-11A resulted in a 7-day 

response that was increased in anti-S. mutans IgG2a, IgG2b, and IgG1. In the case of MAb 5-5D, 
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anti- S. mutans IgG2a and IgG2b were increased in IC-immunized mice while IgG1 was similar 

in all groups (Figure 3-5). Similar to the results with MAb 6-11A, primary immunization with 

MAb 4-10A IC resulted in increased levels of all three isotypes, IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b when 

P1 polypeptide NR21 was used as the antigen in ELISA assays (Figure 3-13). Taken together, 

these results demonstrate that there is not only an early appearance of antibodies against S. 

mutans in general, but also of antibodies reactive with specific P1 polypeptides now known to 

achieve epitopes recognized by anti-P1 MAbs capable of inhibiting bacterial adherence to SAG. 

In further support of this conclusion, the same 7-day serum samples from MAb 4-10A IC-

immunized mice were increased in their ability to compete with the adherence inhibiting MAb 1-

6F for S. mutans binding over those from S. mutans-immunized mice (Figure 3-13). These 

results are of interest because it is often presumed that because the gamma 1 constant region 

gene segment is most upstream of all the gamma gene segments, that IgG1 is the first IgG 

isotype expressed following exposure to Ag. While IgG1 has been shown to be the predominant 

isotype of anti-S. mutans IgG in the terminal serum samples of S. mutans and IC-immunized 

mice, the results of the current study suggest that other more biologically efficacious isotypes 

may be induced early in the response even before a disproportionate rise in the level of serum 

IgG1 is obvious.  

Immunization with IC has been shown previously by others to alter the magnitude and 

kinetics of the immune response and it has been suggested that immunization with IC can mimic 

a secondary response. A study by Gustavsson, et al. demonstrated that mice immunized with 

IgE/2,4,6-trinitrophenylated bovine serum albumin IC (IgE/TNP-BSA) exhibited an antigen 

specific serum immune response that was several hundred-fold higher in magnitude than was 

observed in mice immunized with Ag alone (64). A subsequent study measured the up-regulated 
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anti-TNP-BSA response as the number of Ab-secreting B cells in the spleens of IgE/Ag IC-

immunized mice and demonstrated at least a 500-fold increase of specific IgG-secreting spleen 

cells which peaked only 6 days after primary immunization (212). The authors suggest that such 

a rapid increase in the number of IgG-secreting cells in the spleens of the mice was a result of 

IgE/Ag IC induction of a secondary-like antibody response in the absence of and without the 

requirement for conventional priming. Consistent with this speculation, results of the current 

study suggest that immunization with IC containing beneficial immunomodulatory anti-P1 MAbs 

may induce a primary immune response that is similar in nature to a primed secondary response. 

Additionally, the results suggest a MAb-mediated influence on cellular interactions and resultant 

cytokine profiles that affect the serological response as is evidenced by the early and continued 

presence of specific IgG2a and IgG2b in the serum of IC-immunized mice. 

Detection of Immunomodulatory Activity at the Cellular Level 

Whether initiated by an Fc-dependent or independent mechanism, presence of Ab with an 

Ag can lead to alterations in proteolysis and antigen processing (5, 120, 122, 173, 205), a shift in 

presentation of class II-restricted T-cell epitopes (3, 4, 110), changes in cytokine expression by 

antigen-presenting cells and/or T cells (2, 3, 10, 11), enhanced germinal center formation and 

generation of strong memory responses (78, 88, 94, 97, 99, 152, 188), changes in usage of 

germline-encoded VH genes (138, 189), and induction of somatic hypermutation (138, 188, 189). 

Immunization with ICs containing anti-P1 MAbs 6-11A, 3-10E, 5-5D, and 4-10A leads to 

an increased response against at least one P1 epitope that is not readily exposed in the context of 

the purified full-length protein. Also, MAb 6-11A was previously shown to alter the proteolytic 

digestion of P1 (155). These data suggest that Ag binding by the four beneficial 

immunomodulatory MAbs induces a structural perturbation in cell surface localized P1 which 

could lead to changes in proteolytic digestion of the molecule within APCs and, hence, an 
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alteration in peptides available for display by MHC II molecules to CD4+ helper T cells. 

Consistent with this speculation it was found that IC immunization in mouse strains with a 

different MHC II haplotype results in different immunomodulatory outcomes.  

One would expect that changes in epitope display by APCs would be reflected in 

proliferation assays of immune cells harvested from IC-immunized compared to S. mutans-

immunized mice (3, 4, 110). As expected, results of splenocyte proliferation assays against P1 

polypeptide A3VP1 demonstrated that the proliferative response differed between splenocytes 

derived from mice immunized with MAb 4-10A IC and splenocytes obtained from S. mutans 

immunized mice. The response to A3VP1 is relevant in that this polypeptide is recognized by all 

three MAbs that directly inhibit bacterial adherence to immobilized SAG. Consistent with 

serological reactivity against A3VP1 from the same mice, primary immunization with IC 

enhanced the in vitro proliferative response of splenocytes against A3VP1 compared to 

splenocytes from S. mutans-immunized mice. However, when the proliferative response against 

A3VP1 was assessed in splenocytes derived from mice immunized with two doses of 

immunogen, an anergic-like response was observed in the splenocytes from mice immunized 

with MAb 4-10A IC compared to those from S. mutans-immunized mice. These results are not 

understood at this time, but it is clear there are differences among groups of mice receiving 

different numbers of immunizing doses of immunogens. 

Other immunomodulatory changes that can occur by immunization with immune 

complexes include alterations in the cytokine response of APCs and/or T cells (2, 3, 10, 11). 

Analysis of cytokine levels in the culture supernatants of splenocytes stimulated in vitro with a 

panel of recombinant P1 polypeptides revealed a number of parallels with observed proliferation 

data and serological responses of immunized mice. While the effects of cytokines and the 
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interplay of the ratios of cytokines relative to one another are complex and not fully understood, 

the published literature provides some insight into certain functions that influence the humoral 

immune response. Interferon gamma (IFN-gamma) has been implicated in Ab class switching to 

IgG2a, interleukin 4 (IL-4) has been implicated in class switching to IgG1 and IgE, and tumor 

growth factor beta isoform 1 has been implicated in class switching to IgG2b and IgA (50, 184, 

185)  

Levels of IFN-gamma in the culture supernatants of splenocytes from MAb 4-10A IC-

immunized mice stimulated with A3VP1 and NR21 were increased over the levels observed in 

stimulated splenocytes from mice immunized with S. mutans only. These data are consistent with 

the observed increase in anti-A3VP1 IgG2a and anti-NR21 IgG2a in the serum of MAb 4-10A 

IC-immunized mice. Also, in parallel with the anergy-like state of splenocytes derived from mice 

that had been immunized and also boosted with IC against A3VP1, the levels of IL-10 in the 

supernatants from these splenocyte cultures were decreased. 

Deenick, et al. (50) have reported a role for TGF-beta 1 in class switching to IgG2b 

although there was no observable difference in the level of TGF-beta 1 in the culture 

supernatants from splenocytes derived from S. mutans compared to MAb 4-10A IC-immunized 

mice. In the current study the data suggest that as the complexity of the stimulating polypeptide 

antigen increases (Figures 3-17C and 3-18B) that there is a decrease in TGF-beta 3 in the culture 

supernatants of splenocytes from the IC immunized mice. This suggests that the ratio of TGF-

beta isoforms may be critical as a decrease in TGF-beta 3 appears to correlate with an increase in 

desirable outcomes. It is possible, therefore, that TGF-beta 3 could act as a negative regulator of 

TGF-beta 1 in that in the absence of TGF-beta 3 a desirable outcome is enabled. 
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The results of the current study begin to provide a foundation for a better understanding 

and design of future experiments to measure effects that occur at the cellular level as a result of 

immunization with IC containing anti-P1 MAbs. Furthermore, they demonstrated that differences 

in cytokine expression which result from anti-P1 MAb-mediated immunomodulation are 

consistent with the published literature and observed changes in serum Ab isotypes.  

Guy’s 13 Plantibody Exhibits Immunomodulatory Characteristics 

Previously it was reported that local administration of an anti-Ag I/II MAb, Guy’s 13, to 

the tooth surface of human volunteers after treatment with chlorohexidine prevented re-

colonization of S. mutans for up to two years (117). Further studies using Guy's 13 demonstrated 

prevention of S. mutans re-colonization by administration of F(ab)2 fragments of the MAb but 

the Fab fragments of the molecule failed to prevent re-colonization. Interestingly, protection 

against colonization by S. mutans lasting up to 2 years was observed in immunized subjects even 

though MAb was only applied over a period of 3 weeks and was only detectable up to 3 days 

after its application to the teeth (115). A subsequent study demonstrated that favorable results 

were linked to MAb epitope specificity (116). MAb Guy’s 13 was later re-engineered in tobacco 

plants as a chimeric IgA/IgG with a rabbit secretory component (118) and is now generally 

referred to as Guy’s 13 plantibody. Subsequent human trials using Guy’s 13 plantibody 

demonstrated its ability to prevent S. mutans re-colonization for up to four months (114). 

However, a human clinical trial repeated at a different institution failed to demonstrate the 

efficacy of Guy’s 13 plantibody at the concentrations tested (209).  

The mechanism(s) by which passively administered Guy’s 13 and Guy’s 13 plantibody 

prevented S. mutans re-colonization in some studies for such a long time has never been 

satisfactorily explained. It was speculated that S. mutans re-colonization was inhibited by other 
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species of oral bacteria displacing S. mutans and occupying its niche within the oral cavity but no 

differences in numbers of other bacterial species were demonstrated.  

It has been shown that, like our anti-P1 MAbs, Guys 13 recognizes a complex epitope that 

is dependent upon an interaction between the discontinuous A- and P-regions of P1 (199). Also, 

it has been previously documented that immunomodulation by beneficial anti-P1 MAbs is 

dependent on the concentration of MAb used to coat the bacteria. The effects of MAb 4-10A 

were notably concentration dependent and a prozone-like phenomenon was evident. Guy’s 13 

plantibody is similar to MAb 4-10A in that they both require only an interaction of the 

discontinuous A- and P-regions of P1 for MAb binding, but they are not identical. While MAb 4-

10A is a direct inhibitor of bacterial adherence, interestingly, Guy’s 13 plantibody, like MAbs 6-

11A, 5-5D, and 3-10E, does not inhibit adherence. In fact, it enhances adherence as measured by 

our BiaCore assay (Brady lab unpublished data). Again this suggests a MAb-mediated 

perturbation of P1 on the cell surface resulting in a measurable alteration of P1 function, 

antigenicity, and immunogenicity.  

Based on similarities with our anti-P1 MAbs and the lack of a satisfactory explanation for 

its long-term effects when used as a passive immunotherapy, it was theorized that Guy’s 13 may 

possess immunomodulatory properties. Indeed, results of murine immunization experiments 

using IC containing Guy’s 13 plantibody revealed similar immunomodulatory changes in the 

serum of Guy’s 13 plantibody IC-immunized mice as were observed with other anti-P1 MAbs 

and a prozone-like effect was observed. Sera from mice immunized with Guy’s 13 plantibody IC 

containing intermediate concentrations of MAb demonstrated increased levels of anti-NR21 and 

anti-A3VP1 IgG1, IgG2a, and/or IgG2b versus the sera from S. mutans-immunized mice. 
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If Guy’s 13 plantibody was able to confer long-term protection from S. mutans re-

colonization by an immunomodulatory mechanism, a source of S. mutans would have to have 

been present in order for IC to be formed in the oral cavity of MAb treated subjects. Indeed, prior 

reports indicated that S. mutans began to appear in sham-treated patients during the window of 

time when MAb was still being applied to the teeth of treated subjects. Of potential consequence 

is that human subjects in the successful clinical trials were dental students who would have been 

exposed to a potential source of S. mutans via patient contact whereas subjects in the 

unsuccessful repeated trial were predominantly middle-aged women and were not recruited from 

a population of dental practitioners (Wycoff, Planet Biotech Inc., personal communication). 

The results of the current study support previous findings in our laboratory that beneficial 

immunomodulation by anti-P1 MAbs is linked to commonalities in their cognate epitopes. Also 

the current study suggests that the results of previous studies using Guy’s 13 or Guy’s 13 

plantibody may be difficult to reproduce in that its effects appear to be concentration dependent. 

The results of the current study provide a long-sought explanation for the observed long-term 

effects of passively administered Guy’s 13 and Guy’s 13 plantibody and may also provide an 

explanation for the observed negative results in the repeated clinical trials in that when desired 

outcomes were not observed more MAb was applied (Wycoff, Planet Biotech Inc., personal 

communication). 

Summary and Significance 

The goal of this study was to gain a better understanding of the mechanism(s) involved in 

beneficial immunomodulation by anti-P1 MAbs. Also, a greater insight into the epitopes and 

characteristics of adherence-inhibiting antibodies against S. mutans was sought and gained. This 

study demonstrated that certain MAbs mediate a desirable affect upon the subsequent immune 

response towards their cognate Ag. The data support a mechanism of action by beneficial 
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immunomodulatory anti-P1 MAbs that is Fc-independent, influenced by the genetic background 

of the host, results in alterations in cellular interactions and cytokine profiles, and is likely linked 

to a structural perturbation of the P1 Ag on the bacterial surface leading changes in its 

immunogenicity and antigenicity as manifested by measurable differences in the kinetics, 

specificity, isotype and adherence-inhibiting capability of antibodies against it. 

Numerous studies have demonstrated immune protection against S. mutans colonization 

and dental caries in animal models and naturally-sensitized human subjects; however, an 

established correlate(s) of protection that has been reduced to practice in the form of an effective 

vaccine remains elusive. The current study provides information on a method to manipulate the 

immune response toward the induction of anti-P1 antibodies with a more desirable characteristic, 

i.e. inhibition of S. mutans adherence to its known physiological ligand, and may represent a 

therapeutic modality that can improve our ability to combat the widespread infectious disease of 

human dental caries. In addition, the information gained regarding the interactions of 

immunomodulatory as well as elicited antibodies with components of the P1 antigen that 

contribute to a complex higher order structure suggest that immunization with immune 

complexes in an animal model can also be used as screening tool to learn qualities of an effective 

immune response and to guide re-engineering of the antigen itself in such a way as to improve 

the response without the need for immunization with immune complexes. The approach of 

antibody-mediated immunomodulation either as a direct therapy or guide to an effective immune 

response may be broadly applicable to numerous pathogens beyond S. mutans for which vaccines 

are not yet available and that share the common characteristic of being able to persist in the face 

of an ineffective immune response. 
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Figure 4-1.  Structural models of P1. (A) Schematic representation of P1 polypeptide A3VP1 
based on its solved crystal structure (103). (B) Predicted model of full-length P1 
based on the crystal structure of A3VP1 and regions within the primary amino acid 
sequence known to interact and/or contribute to epitopes recognized by anti-P1 
MAbs. NT (amino-terminal region), CT (carboxy-terminal region), and CW (cell 
wall). 
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